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Pardon power
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in gov. race
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NEW PLACE TO WALK
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sharply on pardon limitations
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LAPTOPS REPLACE
MANY PRINTED
DOCUMENTS

"It's not a necessity, but it
does make it pretty nice," Back
said. -We put In wireless in the
board room which will allow
board members to check e-mail
or get online if they had to for
some reason during the meeting."
The laptops are not new, but
had been replaced with new
models and most likely would
have ended on the surplus property list.
"I thought we could save
some money on some paper so I
talked to the superintendent,"
Back said. "Mrs. (Debra) Doss,
(the superintendent's assistant),
was definitely on board because
putting together that board book
was a chore.-
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CLARK COLLEGE IS
CAMPUS' FIRST NEW
DORM IN 37 YEARS

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University will
celebrate the opening of a new
Clark College on campus on
Tuesday. It is the first residential
college to be built on campus
since 1970.
A dedication ceremony will
be held at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday to
introduce the new facility into
Murray State's residential college family. MSU students, faculty and staff, and community
members are invited to attend
the ceremony and tour the building immediately following the
dedication.
Replacing the old Clark
building. which was constructed
in 1962, the new college is a
milestone in Murray State's residential college system. It is the

II See Page 2A
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Many states
cut off foster
youth at 18
SAN FRANCISCO (API —
Anthony Pico qualifies as an
expert on foster care after
in
years
IX
spending
California's program. And he
.0,It's fat from perfect
But staying in the system and
receiving financial help as long
as possible would he much better than being cast adrift, said
Pico. who took part in a broad
dIscuision or foster care at a
meeting of the American Bin
Association
"I'm an adult, but I don't
want to move out. I don't want
to shut paying rent. If I stay in
until I'm 1901 20. I'll be more
stable and maybe I won't repeat
the cycle." Pico explained at
weekend session of foster cafe
experts and advoct--aLthe
ABA conterence.
Pico. who lives in transitional housing in San Francisco,
provides a human face to a problem that frustrates the social
workers, lawyers and judges
who work with foster children.
Many states cut tiff support
tor foster care youth when they
turn IX. even though most people that age continue to receive
Imancial help from their WM-

DOUGLASS REUNION RECOGNMONS

Split continues
about energy
incentive plan
blamed for contributing to global warming. They also question
a plan by the companies to trap
IN TECHNOLOGY WHILE the gas is costly and uncertain.
don't think it's fair to call
OTHERS WORRY ABOUT it "I
clean," said Sarah Lynn
Cunningham, a co-founder of
ENVIRONMENT
Louisville Climate Action
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Network. "We need to start by
As the Kentucky General trying to figure out how to use
Assembly considers tax incen- energy more efficiently."
'tive's aimed St luring - a coal gaslitstead, the state should
sification plant to the state. spend $300 million to help
interest groups are divided over Kentucky residents pay for
its benefits.
insulating their homes or buyWhile some view the propos-. ing new at conditioning and
al as a way of adifinalg Clean- heating units, Cunningham said.
coal technology, others believe
for
the
Kentuckians
such a plant is likely to cause Commonwealth, an environdamage to Kentucky's environ- mental group opposed to mounment.
taintop removal coal mining,
State lawmakers have spent calling the proposal "new subsithe summer considering a pro- dies for the coal industry."
posal that calls for $300 million
Susan Klimchak, a spokesin tax breaks aimed at landing a woman for House Majority
plant in Kentucky. Legislative Floor Leader Rocky Adkins, Dleaders have said they're aiming Sandy Hook, said what's sugfor a special session sometime gested in the legislation should
this month to consider the legis- be called incentives not subsilation.
dies.
But environmentalists and
Gov. Ernie Fletcher called
some state officials are split.
the legislature into a special sesTalina Matthews, executive
'sion last month to deal with the
director of the state -Office of
proposal. The Senate passed an
counthe
Energy Policy, said
tax-incentive plan, but
energy
try's domestic production of
House did not address
natural gas is not keeping up the
Fletcher's legislative agenda
with demand.
"Kentucky has a natural and adjourned.
Lawmakers had said they
resource, coal, that can be conhoping to ask Fletcher to
were
verted into pipeline quality natural gas, and this offers a new call a special session to begin
market for that resource, and an on Monday. House and Senate
economic development oppor- negotiators are expected to meet
tunity for Kentucky's coal-pro- again on Monday to talk about
ducing regions," Matthews said. the proposal.
Key lawmakers recently said
Meanwhile, environmentalists claim a proposed plant Peabody Energy officials told
under consideration by Peabody them Kentucky would be recEnergy and ConocoPhillips ommended for a coal gassificacould release more carbon diox- tion plant if the state passed ceride — a gas that has been tain tax breaks.
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Eighteen local honor roll students were honored dunng the 38th Annual Douglass Reunion
event at Murray State University's Curns Center Saturday night Standing with Douglass
representatives Canton Bumphis, left, and Ilah Grant, nght, are (not in sequence) Jordan
Bumphus. David Herring. Marvin Johnson, and Leandra Perry Other honorees, not present, include Ashley Burrow, Chelsea Cooper, Janay Coot, Toni Duffy, Carrie Duffy. Anetra
Fields, Sierra Fields, Aneshia Gray, Jeffrey Koren. Katie McAllister, R V Oliver, Courtney
Perry. Erica White and Keniesha Tuck

Ife-s

And csen when states do
extend help, the children who
have been in the foster care system often decline the aid
Belinda Edwards. a jusemle
court judge in Atlanta, estimated
that up to 70 percent of the prowho appear in her court
"want nothing more to do with"
Georgia's child welfare system
even though the state will proside benefits beyond the age of
Pico, an all‘Uhne poke.man

a group that °lien is ignored
or reported Mt Anil) 111 lases of
horrific abuse, said he understands what is happening in
Edwards' courtroom
.. rhey. see 11 as this sk
across their face." he said
More than 5410.000 children
are in foster care al moss the
country at any moment and
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more than 20(1011 lease the sys
Nine local students were honored as Ratliff Scholars during the 38th Annual Douglass
tern every year, whether or not
Reunion event at Murray State University's GUMS Center Saturday night Standing with
they are lead!, because
Douglass representatives Carlton Bumphis. left, and Ilah Grant, nght, are (not in
I IS
The results MC predictable.
sequence). Glen Olive, Kendall Deese. Matt Deese and Shantura Washington Other
said William Bell, president of
Ratliff Scholars, not pictured, include Averee Fields, Deionce Fields, Hannah McAllister.
Seattle-based Casey Family
Ania Phillips and Aaron Tuck
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including supporting changes in projected onto a huge screen begin with a lot of reports that court, resigned his seat last
the law hie those Hoser is pro- otos'ding faculty, staff parents. were already in a digital format. week while undergoing radiaposing
students tairl MC111110 of the scan them us we could pnnt tion therapy for lung cancer
Another resolution calls publa instant acsess to hoard them on paper and then scan
that had spread to his brain.
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The 59-year-old judge has
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radiation treatments on a
had
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had lung cancer which had
spread to his brain
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surgery on July II to have a
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the base of his brain
McAnulty. an Indianapolis
native who graduated from
TOM BE
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was
University.
Murray Independent Schools board member Laura Pitman, Indiana
left Superintendent Bob Rogers and other members of the appointed to the court by Gov.
2006 to
board traded piles of paper for laptop computers dunng thou Ernie Fletcher in June
E.
Martin
Justice
replace
very first "e-rneeting- Thursday
Johnstone McAnulty won a
full 8-year term on the high
court in November's election.
defeating Jefferson Circuit
Judge Ann O'Malley Shake
Chief Justice Joseph E.
Lambert will convene a judicial nominating commission
that will submit three names to
Fletcher, who will choose
MEW
McAnulty's replacement
The new justice will serve
until November 2008./
.
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McAnulty
expected to
return home

From Front
eventually dropped as part of a
deal with prosecutors in which
he acknowledged evidence in
the case "strongly indicates
wrongdoing by his administration."
Jason Keller, Fletcher's campaign spokesman. said Fletcher
believes the pardoning power is
needed to allow some protection
from prosecutonal abuse. The
governor has also previously
noted that legal expenses can
lead to enormous debt.
'This is clearly a desperate
attempt by Steve Beshear to
shift focus away from his oneissue campaign." Keller said.
-The hiring investigation was a
political witch hunt that was a
clear example of prosecutorial
abuse."
Larry Sabato, director of the
Center for Politics at the
University of Virginia, said the
pardons are likely to become an
issue closer to the Nov. 6 election.
"It's a gut-level issue,"
Sabato said. "Everybody gets it
because they say to themselves,
'If I got convicted. I wouldn't
get a pardon I wouldn't esen
get a hearing with the governor.'
Naturally people view it as special influence."

Scotty Fugate, a former state
employee, worked in the highway department until he was
transferred for political reasons
to a job about 1(X) miles from
his home. Fugate, who retired
instead, called Fletcher's pardons "a mockery" and said they
offended him personally.
Governors should not have
the opportunity to pardon someone until after they have stood
trial. Fugate said.
"He treated it very lightly:'
Fugate said of Fletcher. "It wasn't of any consequence to him at
all. It didn't matter to him who
was injured:*
Beshear said in his response
that governors should only be
able to pardon someone convicted of a cnme. That way, any
possible criminal offenses that
were committed would be aired
in open court, he said.
"The governor would he
more accountable to the people," Beshear wrote.
The Kentucky House, which
is controlled by Democrats.
passed a proposal earlier this
year that called for a constitutional amendment preventing
governors from
pardoning
someone before being charged
with a crime. The measure
stalled in the Republican-led
Senate.

III New residential ...
From Front.
first of MSC's student housing
to he specifically designed to
support the residential college
concept that was inaugurated at
Murray in 1996.
Each college is a self-governing unit, they foster an environment in which students form
study groups and take part in
social, sports and special activities unique to their own residential college Modeled after tini
versales such as Cambridge and
Oxford in England and the
U.S's Harvard and Yale. the residential colkge system offer's
opportunities for students to
interact outside the classroom
with faculty, as well as their college peers
The new (lark College is a
four-story 30I-bed facility that
features single and double
rooms, each with its own bathroom, and 15 four-person suites

Tuesday's dedication will feature representatives of the
Murray residential college system Dr. Randy Dunn, MSU
president, will preside over the
of
ceremony.
MSU Board
Regents chairman Alan Stout
will also offer remarks.
(lark College as named for
Lee Clark, fanner, businessman
and statesman. (lark assisted
Rainey. T Wells in the founding
of the univer.ity, and was an
employee and member of the
board of regents for many years.
The new Clark College was
designed by Luckett and Farley
of Louisville, one of the coon
try's oldest architectural firm,
and was built by Pinnacle Inc. ot
Benton
Visitors at Tuesday's dedica
lion can park in the lot located at
the corner of Chestnut Street
and Waldrop Drive or in the lot
located on Waldrop Drive just
beyond the intramural field.
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Miner who escaped said he heard nothing
inside the devastating Utah mine collapse

Obituaries
Ralph Bogard

Ralph Bogard, 84, Edinborough Drive. Murray, died today,
Monday. Aug. 13, 2007, at 12:07 a.m. at Spnng Creek Health Care.
Retired owner of Bogard Trucking. he had operatlift ed the business for over 45 years. An Army veteran
HUNTINGTON, Utah (AP)
of World War II, he was a member of Memonal - One of four miners who got
out of a collapsing coal mine
Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Eva alive said he didn't feel or hear a
Frances Bogard, one daughter, Linda Jean Bogard, one sister, Estell thing as the mountain shook and
Johnson, and one brother, Ruda Bogard. Born July 28, 1923, in caved in, trapping six of his colCalloway County, he was the son of the late Hayden Bogard and leagues.
Bessie Miller Bogard.
Tim Curtis was near the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Bogard; two daughters, mine's entrance on Aug. 6 when
Mrs. Judy Curd and husband, Don. Murray, and Mrs. Shere Walker he got a text message telling him
and husband, Jerry, Paris, Tenn.; one son, Kenny Bogard, Murray; of the collapse on his PED, or
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Seline Castley and husband, Gordon, personal emergency device. The
..Louisville; three stepsons, Phillip Barkley, Daryl Barkley and trapped men are believed to be
Ronnie Barkley and wife, Janis, all of Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. about 3.4 miles from the mine's
Wilma Hicks and husband, Odell, Mrs. Gerty Sheppard and Mrs. entrance.
"Where 1 was at. I felt nothJune Cunningham and husband, Bobby, all of Murray; two brothers,
Rev. Paul Bogard and wife, Sue, Lone Oak, and Tommy Bogard, ing," Curtis said in an interview
Murray; five grandchildren, Kelly Curd and wife, Bethany, Hal with The Associated Press. "It's
Mitchell Bogard and Olivia Marina Bogard, all of Murray, Jennifer just, like you are here, and three
Hill and husband, Robert. Paris, Tenn., and Bruce Parker. New miles away are you going to
Concord; three stepgrandchildren, Shannon Abbott and husband, hear a balloon pop"
The three other men who
David, April Barkley and Tara Barkley, all of Paducah; four greatgrandchildren, Logan and Keaton Curd, Murray, and Emma and escaped the mine unharmed
Audrey Hill, • Pans, Tenn.; three stepgreat-grandchildren, Janna. were also believed- to be relatively close to the entrance.
Jessie and Clara; brother-in-law. Howard Johnson, Murray.
The cause of the collapse has
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Memorial Baptist
Church. Murray. John Dale, Rev. Ricky Cunningham and Rev. Paul not been officially established.
Bogard will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Bob Murray, head of Murray
Cemetery. Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 Energy Corp. and co-owner of
the mine, has insisted it was
to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
caused by an earthquake but
seismologists say there was no
Rev. Willard Glen Beasley
Rev. Willard Glen Beasley, Olive, died Friday. Aug. 10, 2007, at earthquake and that readings on
seismometers actually came
his home.
He was the founder and pastor of Trinity Full from the collapse.
Curtis, a 33-year-old thirdGospel Church for the past 28 years. He served in
the Armed Forces on the front lines of the Korean generation miner who works as
Conflict and' survived being critically wounded a mine fire boss, or safety
inspector, has worked 12-hour
twice in battle.
Preceding him in death were his wife of 55 shifts every day since the colyears, Carolyn McClure Beasley, on June 21, lapse to aid the rescue effort;
As that effort continued
2007: two infant daughters. Leesa Linn Beasley
and Glenna Gail Beasley; and his parents, William Sunday, there was more disLevi Beasley and Madell Bogard Beasley of the heartening news for rescuers
and relatives of the missing
community.
Sharpe
Beasley
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kathy men. A video camera lowered
Lee, Aurora; one son, Jonathan Glen Beasley, into the collapsed mine revealed
Benton; eight grandchildren; five great-grandchil- equipment but no sign of the
dren; three sisters, Mrs. Kathleen Haley and Mrs. miners, a federal official said.
Boverda Rudolph, Paducah, and Mrs. Joetta Goode, Searchers decided to drill anothMelbourne, Fla.: one brother. William Beasley. er hole in hopes of finding them.
The second attempt to use a
Griggstown.
The funeral was today (Monday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of camera to get a glimpse of the
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Online condolences may be sent to
collierfuneralhome.com. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Lourdes Hospice Program. 2855 Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42003.
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Robert E.(Bob) Shank Ill
Robert E.(Bob) Shank III, 50, Murray. Ky., formerly of Herrin.
Ill.. died Friday. Aug. 10, 2007, at 9:47 a.m. at the Veterans
Administration Hospital, Marion, Ill.
An Air Force veteran, he formerly worked the
.
n production line at Maytag in Herrin. He was a member of Herrin Elks, IAM Machinist Union in Herrin
and the Heartland Bass Club. He was Jan. 21, 1957,
in Fullerton, Calif.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Katrina Higgins
Shank, to whom he was married June 25, 2004, in Marion; two sons,
Robert E. Lee and wife, Tammy, Soda Springs, Idaho, and Tony
Vaugh. Herrin; one daughter, Miqueal Ann Deram and fiance, Justin
Smith. Herrin; two stepdaughters, Kristin West-Higgins and
Katlynn Knight. and one stepson. Krashawn Knight, all of Murray;
his parents. Robert E. Shank Jr. and Chene Lee Shank, Roseberg,
Ore.; two brothers, Chuck Shank and wife. Anna, Eagle, Idaho, and
Christopher Shank. California: one sister, Mrs. Mary Kay Roseberg
and husband. Bill. Oregon: parents-in-law, John Higgins, Murray,
and Jan Moms, Benton; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of JohnsonHughes Funeral Home, Herrin. Rev. Don Colson will officiate.
Military rites will be at the funeral home by the Herrin American
Legion and VFW Posts.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Monday). The Herrin Elks will perform a funeral ritual at 7 tonight
at the funeral home. Online condolences may be sent to www.hughesfuneralhomes.com
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Rescue supplies arrive at the entrance of the Crandall Canyon Mine during rescue efforts tot
six trapped coal miners Sunday near Huntington, Utah. With their efforts to drill deep inside a
Utah mountain yielding no signs of six trapped miners, exhausted rescuers pondered alternatives including drilling another hole big enough to accommodate a human-size capsule to gel
inside the tunnel.
missing men was hampered by
poor lighting that limited the
camera view to only about 15
feet into a 5 1/2-foot-high void
at the bottom of the hole, far less
than the 100 feet it's capable of
viewing, said Richard Stickler,
head of the Mine Safety and
Health Administration.
Rescuers saw a tool bag, a
chain and other items that are
normally seen underground in a
mine, he said. "We did not see
any sign at all of any of the miners," Stickler said.
Despite the setbacks, rescue
leaders said they were proceeding under the assumption the
miners remain alive.
Stickler, who met with fami-

try to reach the men. Their route •
was blocked about 2,000 feet:
from the men and rubble had
been cleared from about 580•
feet of the route, Stickler said.
Stickler would not estimate
how long it would take to reach
the miners on the horizontal
route, but that effort has behn.
slowed by repeated earth move":
ments known as "mountain
bumps."
Family members and supporters could only wait.
Cody Allred, 32-year-old son'
of missing miner Kerry Allred,
looked sad and exhausted as he
said, "I've accepted all possibilities."

ly members for more than three
hours Sunday, said officials will
try again to see into the mine.
They will also pump in compressed air.
Curtis said the miners likely
improvised an emergency plan
when all four entry tunnels near
their work site were blocked.
"It's just like your house, if it
caught on fire and you have a
plan to get out the window and
that window is blocked," Curtis
said. "That's, what happened
here."
Rob Moore, Murray's vice
president, said the latest drilling
effort could take up to six days.
Rescuers have been moving
horizontally through the mine to

5 Americans killed in Iraq; Sunni
politician claims 'genocide campaign'

BAGHDAD (AP) - Iraq's
most senior Sunni politician
issued a desperate appeal
Sunday for Arab nations to help
stop what he called an "unprecedented genocide campaign" by
Shiite militias armed, trained
and controlled by Iran. The U.S.
military reported five American
soldiers were killed, apparently
lured into an al-Qaida trap.
al-Dulaimi said
Adnan
"Persians" and "Safawis," Sunni
terms for Iranian Shiites, were
on the brink of total control in
Baghdad and soon would threaten Sunni Arab regimes which
predominate in the Mideast.
"It is a war that has started in
Baghdad and they will not stop
there but will expand it to all
Arab lands," al-Dulaimi wrote
in an impassioned e-mail to The
Associated Press.
Sunni Arab regimes throughout the Middle East fear the
growing influence of Iran's
Shiite theocracy with radical
groups like Hezbollah and
Hamas as well as the Synan
it is necessary in India's national regime. Raising the specter of
interest,' he said.
Iranian power reaching the Arab
As he spoke, lawmakers from doorstep. unlikely in the nearopposition
the Hindu nationalist
term, betrayed al-Dulaimi's desand from communist parties that
peration.
support Singh but oppose the
But his fears of a Shiite
the
deal sought to drown out
prime minister, shouting. "can- takeover of Baghdad were not as
farfetched. Mahdi Army militiacel the nuclear deal!"
Similar protests by lawmak- men have cleansed entire neighers earlier in the day had forced borhoods of Sunni residents and
the house to adjourn until Singh
spoke in the afternoon.
Singh's speech follows the
sealing of a technical pact.
known as the 1-2-3 agreement.
which details how nuclear cooperation between New Delhi and
Washington is to work.
India got nearly everything it
wanted in the agreement, including the nght to stockpile and
reprocess atomic fuel. The deal
also does not contain a test ban,
and some clauses have been
interpreted to mean that an
Indian test would not automatically scuttle the deal if the move
followed tests by either Pakistan
or China. India's major nvals.
But the U.S. Congress last
year included a test ban when it
created an exception for India to
American laws that prohibit
civilian nuclear cooperation
with countries that have not
the
Nuclear
signed
Nonproliferation Treaty.

Indian prime minister says
nuclear deal with U.S. does not
prohibit atomic weapons testing
NEW DELHI(AP) - India is
free to test nuclear weapons
under a much-touted nuclear
deal with the United States, the
country's prime minister said
today as lawmakers opposed to
the pact noisily demanded the
agreement he scrapped.
The civilian nuclear cooperation deal reverses three decades
of American policy by allowing
the U S. to send nuclear fuel and
technology to India. which has
never signed major international
nonproliferation accords and has
tested atomic weapons in the
past.
Since it was first announced
in July 2005. it has been praised
as a cornerstone of an emerging
partnership between India and
the United States after decades
on opposite sides of the Cold
War divide. But it has also
drawn criticism in both countnes.
In India. many critics simply
oppose closer ties with the
United States, and some argue
the pact undermines the country's chenshed nuclear weapons
Minister
Prime
program
Manmohan Singh insisted that
was not the case in a speech to
lawmakers Monday.
'The agreement does not in
any way affect India's right to
undertake future nuclear tests if
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seized Sunni mosques. Day by
day, hundreds have been killed
and thousands have fled their
homes, seeking safety in the
shrinking number of majority
Sunni districts.
The fighters, nominally loyal
to radical Shiite cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr, are believed to operate
as death squads blamed for
much of the country's sectarian
slaughter.
Sunni extremists, many with
al-Qaida links, are responsible
too, mainly through massive
bombings, often carried out by
suicide attackers.
Like al-Dulaimi. the United
States accuses Iran of providing
the Shiite militia with sophisticated armor-piercing roadside
bombs, other weapons and training. Iran denies the allegations.
The five American soldiers
were killed Saturday in Arab
latxmr, a district just south of
Baghdad where Shiite militiamen and al-Qaida linked fighters have battled for control and
ars now under attack by soldiers
of the 3rd Infantry Division.
Maj. Gen. Rick Lynch. the
task force commander, said a
sniper killed one soldier, then
lured his comrades to a boobytrapped house where four died
in an explosion when one of
them stepped on a hidden bomb.
Four others were wounded in
the blast, Lynch told the AP.

ATTENTION

All Artists
r k Craftspeopie!

THE WEEK IN IRAQ

killed the al-Oaida in
Iraq mastermind of the
June Shiite golden
dome bombing. This
occured on Thursday.
east of Samarra.

Mon. - A suicide
bomber killed 28
people in Tal Afar,
including 19 children.
Tue. - Four U.S.
soldiers were killed in
roadside bombings in
the Baghdad area.
Nineteen Amencan

•

6--too km

•
Kirkuk

YRI A

Samarra•

A bomb killed the Oadisiyah
province governor and police chief
as they were returning from a
funeral to the capital of Dmaniyah.
Their driver and a bodyguard
were also killed. The police chief
had been on the job only a week.

Sun. -- U.S. troops

URkE
eTal Af

Curfew imposed
after leaders' death

Ba4hded

JOR

Oadislyah
ovince
IRAQ

SAUDI
ARABIA
KUIVA

troops have been
killed in the first week
of August.
Wed. - The U.S.
military attacked Shiite
militia bomb makers
accused of links to Iran
in Baghdad's Sadr
City, killing 32
suspected militants
and capturing 12.
Thu. - Hundreds of
thousands of Shiites
made a pilgnmage to
the Imam al-Kadhim

shrine in Baghdad in
115-degree heat.
Fri. - A car bomb lolled
at least eight people
in Kirkuk. Baghdad
remained largely calm
with a driving ban still
in effect due to people
returning from the
mass pilgrimage.

Sat. - Two Sunni
leaders who look
public stances against
al-Qaida in Iraq were
attacked.
AP
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Errors were
indeed made
following, is an editorial from another newspaper in the country to offer a point of view from
another area in the nation. It does not necessarily
reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts-of this newspaper:
A congressional hearing probing the Army's mlof the circumstances of
tial misrepresentation
_.numan,s deadrin_Afgharthstan mad.._
Ranger ?at
one thing perfectly clear: It's hard to get a straight
answer from the administration.
Tillman, who put a lucrative professional football career on hold to enlist after 9/11, was killed
April 22, 2004. Military officials initially said he
died in a firefight with the enemy while coming
to the aid of fellow rangers.
That story of a hero's death provided a public
relations boost at a time when the nation, horrified by photos of abuse from Abu Ghraib, was
growing disenchanted with the war. But it wasn't
true.
Tillman was killed by friendly fire from his fellow rangers. The Army knew that for five weeks,
before telling Tillman's relatives, or the public, the
truth. The facts were also misrepresented in certifying Tillman for a Silver Star, raising legitimate
questions about the Pentagon's integrity.
A now-retired general who was the senior officer in the chain of command for Tillman's unit
has been censured and may be demoted. Former
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and three top
military officials acknowledged in last week's hearing that the case was mishandled. But Rumsfeld
denied there was a cover-up.
Rumsfeld said he wasn't sure exactly when or
how he learned about the friendly fire. And the
generals all said it wasn't their job to alert civilian
leadership, including the White House, about the
reality of Tillman's death.
"'The system didn't work. Errors were made' —
that's too passive: said committee chairman Rep.
Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) "Somebody should be
responsible."
Exactly.
—Newsday,
Long Island, New York

v

Play slots here or there?
FRANKFORT. Ky. — Now that the
unofficial campaign for governor has
begun with the Fancy Farm Picnic last
weekend in Graves County, the casual
observer would be understandably convinced that the only big issue facing
Kentuckians is whether casino gambling
is a good or bad thing.
seeking re-elec. Ernie Fletcher,
. Gov
tion in November, is convinced casinos
I1011
are very bad, although at one time
Fletcher thought it would be OK for
the voters to decide the issue.
Democratic challenger Steve Beshear,
a former attorney general and lieutenant
governor, believes casinos would be a
solid source ot new state tax revenues
thus ale 4 good thing. Beshear.
-handoweir • didn't weigh in on dw
expanded gambling issue until he
became a candidate for the Democratic
nomination last spring.
Whoever is elected in November,
however, will have a lot more troublesome problems to tackle over the next
four years than whether Kentuckians
will play the slots at home or in Indiana.
Here are just a few of those problems:
—Underfunded retirement systems for
public employees.
Remember back in April how the
crisis in the retirement systems was so
urgent that it had to be resolved before
the General Assembly could adjourn?
Cooler heads prevailed, legislators
adjourned and Fletcher named a task
force to study ways of solving the
funding crisis in time for next year's
legislative session.
The whole issue has gone well
below the Frankfort radar, but the next

governor will hase to
take the lead in either
implementing the task
force's recommendations or coming up
with his own plan.
It's going to be
expensive no matter
what solution is
adopted, and it's also
going to require leadership to convince
existing government
employees and teachBy Todd Duvall ers that future retireSyndicated
ment benefits must
Columnist
not be as generous as
present benefits.
—County .jails.
The skyrocketing costs of maintaining county and regional jails is gobbling up more and more county tax
revenue at the same time county judgeexecutives and fiscal courts are seeing
the costs of their own retirement systems rocketing even higher. (The same
applies to city governments.)
County officials would like nothing
better than for the state to take over
the operation and expense of county
jails. That may be the only alternative,
in fact, but also an expensive one for
state government.
So the next governor faces the double-edged sword of reforming public
employee pensions that are draining
counties of the money needed to operate their local jails.
--Transportation.
The collapse of the I-35W bridge
across the Mississippi River at Minneapolis riveted the nation's attention
on the deplorable state of thousands of

kree Or
Not

bridges across the country. including
some in Kentucky.
That may mean more money from
Congress for bridge repair and replacement and almost certainly will bolster
the argument for building two new
Ohio River bndges in Louisville.
The problem is that those Louisville
bridges will eat up a large share of
available state transportation funds for
the foreseeable future. And the rest of
the state has a growing need for road
building and repairs while the new
bridges are being financed.
Again, the next governor will have
to find a way to meet all of those frequently conflicting transportation needs
and pay the bill.
—Education.
Teachers (and -stint employees) will
expect the statutory 5 percent pay raise
next year and will be most unhappy
with a governor who doesn't come
through.
Elementary and secondary education
in Kentucky is woefully underfunded,
and it will be impossible to meet the
2014 proficiency goal without substantial increases in school funds soon.
The state's colleges and universities
have squeezed students (and their parents) about as far as they can in raising tuition before enrollments begin to
decline. The next governor will have a
roomful of university presidents with
their hands out on inauguration day.
This doesn't cover human resources
needs, environmental challenges or even
how to pay for health insurance for
state employees and schoolteachers.
But we know for a certainty that
casino gambling is either a good or a
bad thing.
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Our Elected Officials
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U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
Washington DC 20510
137ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-4343
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U.S.,Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
Washington D C 20510

361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington"
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Clinton may hurt other candidates
Sk AWING-FON (API I i saong past the presidential
114411111.11N1t1 tight. Democratic
leaders quietly het that Sen
Rodham Clinton at the
top 14 their 2t at ticket could
hurt candidates at the Malcom
they s.11 the tonna first
lady 11141 he tor) poi:in/mg for
much oh the country She
could kopanhze the pany's
stuiding with independent voters and give Republicans who
otherssive might stay home. on
reason to sise.
Iles:non Das
they 11.1WT1
In 111.4r than -111 inter% wv,,
I temr arms. c andaLises. 1. IIn•U I I
ants and parts kilt\ filar
every region panted to initava
polls that give Clinton sinking
ly high unfasoraNe ratings in
pta.-es with kes ,iingresskinal
e,
and state
'1111 1164 sure it would he
fatal in Indiana. hut she would
he a drag on nuns Lambclaws. said Democratic. state
Rep 1)ac Cmoks of Washing
toil. Ind
nlike Crooks. most lk-rm.
crank leaders agreed to ulk
trankls ahout Chnton's political
caul), ,sils it they rammed
41%. tearing repnsals
ant
from the New York senator's
kampaign They all expressed
adnuranon t (lniton. and
some said they would publicly
support her time fight for the
despite pnvinely
nomination
held tears
Ilse thiamin' of a Midwest
state party called Clinton a

2008 ELECTION
By Roo Fournier
nightmare for congrassional and
state legislative candidates
A Dt.t1A4.4aill congressman
frum the West, locked in a
close re-election fight, said
Clmton is the Democratic candidate most likely to cost hun
his scat
A strategist with close ties
to leaders in Congress said
Democratic Senate candidates
in competitive races would be
strongly urged to distance
themselves tnirn Clinton
The argument with Hillary
nght now in aerie ot these
red states is she's so damn
unpopular." said Andy Arnold.
chumun of the Greens ilk
Democratic Pan
S
think Hilary is someone who
could dove folks on the other
Salk OW In vote who otherwise
woukIn't.-Republisans are upset with
their candidates,- Arnold aided,
-hut she will make up for that
essentully scaring folks to
the poll%
In national surveys., Omton's lead over Lind rival Sen
Barack °toms of Illinois has
widened Her advantage is
much narrower where it counts
an early voting Win
171110
like Iowa and New Hampshire
In maniac's inputen potential
GOP presidential candidates.
Clinton leafs or is tied
The Clinton carnpiugn points

figures to make a
her electability in a
stream of e-mails, letphone calls to %tin
DallOCTAN across the country.
A key, to their strategy is to
give Clinton's candidacy a
sense of inevitability despite
her negative ratings, which
aides insist will go down
All the negatives on her
are out- said ('hnton's pollster
and strategist Mask Penn
-There is a phenomena with
hecause she is the
Mint-runner arid because she's
been battling Republicans fit
a) king. her unfavorability P rating) looks higher than what
they, will eventually be alter
the nomination and through the
general ckcnon
What the Clinton campaign
doesn't say is that her edge
over potential Republican candidates is moil smaller than it
should be, given the wide kid
the Democratic Party hokis
over the GOP in generic
polling
The problem is her political
haggafze A whopping 49 pacers of the public says they
have an unfavorable view of
Chnton compered to 47 pacers who say they hold her in
high regard. axtading to a
Gallup Poll survey Aug I-5
Her negative ramp are
higher than those of ha has-

to those
case for
constant
ters and

hand, former President Clinton,
former President George H Vv'
Bush and 2004 Democratic
nominee John Kerry at the end
of their campaigns
A catididates untavorability
scores almost always climb
during campaigns If the pattern holds, Clinton has a histoncally high hurdle to overcome

"For Hillary. who has been
on the scene for so king and
has had perception of her so
pound in
there's no question it will he really tun' tor
her to change pen:eptions.said Democratic pollster David
Eichenhaum. who represents
moderate. Denys:rats in CAWleaning states
Her baggage is heaviest in
those states Private polling
conducted in Colorado, for
example. shows that Clinton's
negative rating is 16 percentage points higher than her
tavorability score
C'olorack) is a state Democrats hope to win in the 2008
presidential race It also has an
open Senate seat, with the
Republican incumbent opting
not to seek another term and
Democrats targeting it
()barna has much lower
unfavorability, ratings than Chittort, though Democrats say he
may have his own problem —
that of race hi herd to measure the impact of being the
firm party to put a Mack at
the top of die ticket. DeMOLT11tx leaders said.
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Beginning Pinochle Class
will start for senior citizens

lo's
Datebook

A Beginning Pinochle Class for those 60
and older will be offered at Nlurray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center, located at 607 Poplar St., in the Weaks Community Center.
Classes will be held each Wednesday
in September from 9 to 11 a.m. in the
education room. Conducted by Francis
Latham, the class size will be limited.
For more information or to sign up, call
the center at 753-0929.

Burkeen Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education Support
Community
Group will meet Tuesday at 4:3() p.m. in the
Editor
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social worker, will present a
program on "The Foreign Language of Alzheimer's". For more
information call Ragsdale at 762-1108.
By Jo

MHS Band Boosters to meet
Murray High School Band Boosters will meet tonight at 7
in the band room. All band parents are urged to attend.

Bethel Fellowship plans program
Mike and Darla Ewoldsen are a contemporary team of music
and power that will present a special program of music and
power on Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Bethel Fellowship Church,
located on Ky. 94 East, nine miles from Murray. Mike, a 5time drug free world champion powerlifter, was named 1999
U.S. Overall Powerlifter of the year. The public is invited. For
more information call 753-0220.

Board of Health will meet
Calloway County Board of Health will conduct its annual
board meeting on Tuesday at noon in the Calloway County
Health Center conference room. This meeting is open to the
public.

CCHS Touchdown Club to meet
Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will meet
Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All members and
interested parties are urged and invited to attend.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS. 0616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, II North Fifth St., Murray. (Note change in place) Visitors are welcome. For more
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 227-4625.

• 1-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
ethodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
ated near the playground. The only requirement is that there
a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

tingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
om the Bingo help support local, national and international
harities. For more information call 293-7061.

OPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
'irst Christian Church fellowship hall. I 1 1 North Fifth St.
eigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
racey at 227-587.

urray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
alloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter 431 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

Justice will be IAAP speaker
Phillip Justice, regional director of development for Sunnse
Children's Services, will be the guest speaker at the meeting
of the Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP) on Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the
conference room at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. North 12th Street. "Leadership" will be the topic
for discussion by Justice. All area office professionals are welcome to attend. For more information contact Laura Dziekonski at 809-4816.

Blood drive is today

Calloway County Chapter of Amencan Red Cross will have
a blood drive today until 4 in the Wal-Mart parking lot in
Murray. Persons are urged to donate blood.

Cancer rebate days announced

American Cancer Society Relay for Life Team of McKinley Insurance Services. Ind.. is sponsoring a final rebate week
tor the 2007 fund-raising year today through Saturday at Pizza
Hut. Customers MR asked to get their rebate slips on the front
door display or ask your server for the rebate slip.

Republicans will meet tonight

Calloway County Republican Party will meet tonight at 7
at the Calloway County Public Library.

CCHS Backboard Club to meet
Club will

hold an
Calloway County High School Backboard
media
CCHS
the
in
6.30
at
tonight
meeting
informational
center. All parents and guardians are urged to attend.

THEOS group will meet

THEOS (They Help Each Other Spiritually) Group. a bereavement support group for persons who have lost their spouses
to death, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the community room
of Callowa) Public Library_ Lillian Steele will present the program on "How Can I Manage My Life Now that Your Are
(;oner' The group will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade. For
at
more information call Steele at 753-2875. Opal Howard
753-2411.
at
Isaacs
Karen
or
753-1998.

Support group will meet

at 7.
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight
both
or
one
lost
have
who
people
for
group
support
a
is
This
hard
parents due to death and to help each other through the
751 717)
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at

Kentucky Farm Bureau
taking applications
for special contests

Football
101 course
scheduled
for Tuesday
Head Football Coach Josh
McKeel and the Calloway
County Laker football coaching staff will offer the third
annual Football 101 course on
Tuesday in the CCHS cafeteria. The purpose of the class
is to cover the basics of the
game of football.
Some of the topics to be
discussed include scoring, field
dimensions, offensive and
defensive positions, plays,
penalties and equipment. The
course is open to the public
at no cost.

Photo provided ,

WINNER: Nicole Schmittou
won first place for her painting in the student art contest
by the Murray Woman's
Club.

MMS Back To School I
Night set for Tuesday I
Murray Middle School's
"Back To School Night," will
be held Tuesday from 5-6:30
p.m. MMS students and their
parents are invited to attend.
A complimentary meal will be
provided in the MMS cafeteria by MMS PTO members.
A special welcome will be given
by Lou Caner, MMS principal. Carter will also introduce the MMS teachers. MMS
merchandise will also be available for purchase in the cafeteria by the MMS PTO.
After dinner, parents and
their children will be able to
tour the school and meet with
their child's teacher. At the conclusion of the evening, a special "Individual Learning Plan,"
which is utilized in grades 68 for career development will
be presented in the MMS auditorium. Leisa Faughn, MMS
guidance counselor, and Dan
Hudson, technology instructor,
will provide information about
this new on-line education planning tool initiated during the
2006-2007 school year.
The ILP was implemented
at MMS after the state of Kentucky recently launched a new
Web-based system that automatically creates individual Learning Plans (ILPs) for every middle and high school student.
Geared for students 6-12 grades,
the ILP system will allow students to save, edit and revise
their career goals. The state is
paying about $350,000 a year
to Toronto-based Career Cruising for a system that will allow
students (starting in the 6th
grade) to begin planning.
Faughn said in the past a
paper-based Individual Graduation Plan (IGP) system for
students 6 th through 12th
grade was used. The new ILP,
which contains the same information that students gathered
with the IGP, has replaced the
paper document with many
more features. The Kentucky
of
Education
Department
(KDE) strongly recommends
use of the Web-enabled ILP
as it offers more opportunities
for schools, teachers, advisors,
students and parents to help
students make their secondary
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educational experience the best
it can be.
The new Web-based Individual Learning Plan (ILP)
enables secondary students
(grades 6-12) to receive a better focus on their coursework
with individual goals as they
prepare for postsecondary studies and careers.
Features and resources on the
program involve students on a
variety of levels including:
exploring careers beginning in
the 6th grade, finding careers
that match their skills and interests and exploring colleges and
postsecondary opportunities that
match their career, postsecondary and life goals.
The ILP survey provides
information from students about
their likes and dislikes in a
variety of areas, such as working with children, being interested in law, working outdoors.
The ILP combines interests
inventories and skills with the
students' strengths and aptitude.
The ILP integrates Kentucky's 14 career clusters in a
variety of ways. Through this
feature, students can indicate
which clusters are of particular interests, document the
career planning and development activities in which they
have participated, including job
shadowing, attending career or
college fairs, internships and coop placements. Students can
also document their community service learning experiences,
including the number of hours
they have completed and the
name of their reference or supervisor.
Faughn said this is a unique
opportunity for the students and
it is opportune to generate this
program through technology
with Mr. Hudson. "After the
first year we experienced a
one-hundred percent completion
rate," she said. "Another interesting facet, is that students'
interests change. Many will be
able to look back during their
high school years and realize
their interests have changed
from when they were in middle school."

Kentucky Farm Bureau supports youth achievement in
scholarship, extracurricular programs and community involvement by sponsoring competitions at the county, district,
and state levels.
Applications are now available for this year's Outstanding Farm Bureau Youth Contest.
This contest is open to students ages 15-18 and your family must be a Farm Bureau
member to be eligible. Applications are also available for
the annual Variety Contest
which showcases performance
areas in vocal, instrumental,
dance, or drama open to students ages 6-18 whose parents
are Farm Bureau members.
The local contest date will
be determined based on the
participants but applications
must be received by Sept. 14.
Winners must be able to attend
the district contest scheduled for
Oct. 20 at the McCracken County Farm Bureau office as well.
Applications are also current-

LadiesofMurranountryClub
Tee 8 - Marilyn Adkins,
The Ladies of the Murray
Country Club will play golf Sheila Henry, Pat Miller and
on Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the Patsy Chaney
Tee 9 - Ann Stanley, Patsy
club with Rainey
Oakley, Rainey Apperson and
Apperson as hostess.
Anyone not listed may come Anne Brown
Tee 10 - Barbara Gray, Betty ..';
and be paired at the tee. Cancellations should be made to Stewart, and Susan Johnson
Winners of golf play on .4;
753-9430.
Aug. 8 were as follows:
The line-up is as follows:
Scramble Winners - Jennifer
Tee I - Betty J. Purdom,
Jennifer Crouse, lnus On and Crouse, Linda Burges and
Rainey Apperson
Linda Burgess.
First Flight - Betty Stewart
Tee 3 - Teresa Betts, Peggy
Second Flight - Barbara Gray
Shoemaker, Freda Steely and
Third Flight - Susan John- '
Ve Severris
Tee 5 - Patsy Greene, Norma son
Franks and Cyndi Cohoon

KenlakeLadiesGolf
Mary Neale Barton had chip
The Ladies Golf League of
Kenlake State Resort Park in on hole it2 and Lisa Toon
played golf on Wednesday at won the prize money for on
the Bill Hamrick Memorial Golf the green on #1.
The league has one hole open
Courst.
Eight ladies were present for four ladies to play in the
for the play held in the tem- Kenlake Ladies Open Golf
Tournament on Sept. 19. Conperature of the high 90s.
Winners were Gloria Thies, tact Ina Horton at 1-270-354Mary Madajczyk, Joanne Welsh 9346 if want to play in the
tournament.
and Lisa Toon.

snnouncernen1
Sayler KristerCLowe
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Lowe,
Van Cleave Road, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Sayler
Kristen Lowe, born on Friday.
Aug. 3. 2007, at 7:39 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
8 ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Shea Stonecipher. A sister is Sayde Lane Lowe.
Grandparents are Joe and
Dana Stonecipher, Bethel Road,
Almo and Randy and Mary
Lowe. McDougal Drive, Mur-

Ladiesof theOaks
The Ladies of Oaks Coun- Tournament, 2nd Flight, as foltry Club have announced results lows:
Second Flight- - first place,
of golf play at the club.
Melonie Lowe announced Denise Windsor and Carita
the scores for Tuesday Night. Boggess
Della Miller, hostess, of
Aug. 7, as follows:
First Place: Cynthia Darnall Ladies Golf on Wednesday.
and Melonie Lowe, extra shot Aug.8, has announced the win
nets as follows:
taken
First Place: Melonie
Scond Place: Debbie Dick,
Henri Montgomery and Debra Laura Parker, Betty Hassell
2nd Place: Cynthia Darnall.
Boyle
Ladies Tuesday Night golf Patsy Woodall. Della 'Miller
Linda Jones and Claudene
will be played Tuesday at 5:30
p.m. Melonie Lowe will serve Epps will serve as hostesses
for regular play on Wednesas Hostess.
Sherri Heeke announced the day. Sign-up is not necessary
following correction of win- All members are encouraged
ners for the Betty Shepard Golf to attend.

Top S Reason People Choose Reed Interiors
Thousands ot the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands'
I. Stylish drapery hardwire.
3. leautiful custom bedding.
4 Custom upholstery • • • "we.(tn.
S. Interior design services designed to 01 your budget
peofesponal instaiiettkr;
From desegn rc fabricerrk a
ri house by Ocr ',lenity staff
Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for yoursetn

00
%MIS 4D/6401404
it. • 75343111
405 II. 12th

ly available for the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Women's Educational Grant.
This grant of $1,000 is
awarded annually by the Kentucky Farm Bureau Education
Foundation to a woman nontraditional student who is interested in resuming her education after leaving school to fulfill either family or work-related responsibilities.
The application deadline is
Nov. 1, 2007 and the winner
will be notified by Nov. 15
with the presentation being
made at the Kentucky Farm.
Bureau's annual convention on
Dec. 7, 2007.
.All applications can also be .;
downloaded by visiting Kentucky Farm Bureau's website
at www.kyfb.com.
For more information or to
receive an application for any
of these programs contact
Sharon Furches at 753-8151 or
go by the local Farm Bureau
office at 1702 Ky. 121 North, • ,
Murray.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St

NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG 16
moviesinmurray.com
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
SUN. ONLY
ON SAT

Stardust
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:45

Underdog
PG.6:55 - 8:45

The Simpsons Movie
PG13 - 7:15 -9:20

The Bourne Ultimatum
PG13 - 7:05 '9:35

Rush Hour 3
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:25

No Reservations
PG - 6:50
Hair Spray
PG - 9:05
NS/Pfellatt You Cheek 1 Ley
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:50
Program Information Call '53.3:

ray.
Great-grandparents are Joe
and Nadine Stonecipher of Centralia, Ill., Hal Gibson of Mayfield and Robert Lowe of Murray.

Hickory Woods
R•tir•m•nt Center

S
mriPsniNG
Peeler

by Annita
Mr Ruble Taylor pined our link farmIs this week I think he moved on the
hottest day of the year Mr Taylor comes
from the Lynn Grove area and as a matter
of fact built the Lynn Grove Store He
said it started out as a barber shop. restaurant, grocery store and post office Even
with all of those services. he still lacked
S8 a month making enough money for the
payment on the building He also shared
his most memorable school days ezpenmace with me He said he had been trapping rabluts before school and was hiding
his shotgun in the leaves when he looked
up and saw the Kelley Schoolhouse on
fire The students in the schoolhouse didn't know it was in fire since it started in
the rafters Ms None Orr, the teacher.
along with the students managed to get
some of the library books out He said it
took four boys to get the .irgan nut and
that was all they saved There was no
school until they rebuilt the schoolhouse
several weeks later
Kathy Culbert came out W'ednrsdas
with her accordion It looks like such a
complicated instrument but when she
plays it she makes it look so easy We
sang along with her and enjoyed a lot of
those old songs
Our cooks are ver,a happy we have two
11115 certainly a challenge
new freezers It ,
for Courtney and Jentsca finding a place
far all of ow frozen foods when the freer
ended I think every resident in the huildmg sow 1101 food in their freezer even
though It may only he frozen meat It
makes the cooks ions interriung trying to
find their food co they can prepare
well. tun another interesting day in the
%roach. Hickory Woods that is
_Nob* ebe looks or feeb M home
weteam Awe
84 Uttrrbadt Rd. • Murray, lk)
Phone mot 704710 • 1 AIR 231 -5014
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LOTTA LEAF

Milk prices at
all-time highs

Virgil Harding drives a high boy style tractor in a field of tobacco near Maysville. Ky Despite
farmers are busy dropping tobacco sticks in preparation of cutting their burley tobacco crop

PARIS I AP -- Got milk?
Well, you're going to need
more caah these -days to .get
it.
Growing appetites for dairy'
in Asia and limited worldwide
supply are among a number
of factors dnving prices of
the dairy drink to record
highs.
In China and elsewhere in
Asia, chains such as McDonald's and Starbucks are introducing unfamiliar taste buds
to cheeseburgers and Lutes.
increasing the region's demand
for dairy.
Rising costs of animal
feed, shrinking European production and long-standing
drought in Australia and New
Zealand. the world's largest
milk-exporting region, are also
pushing up the pnce.
Paying more for milk is
causing an uproar in GerAP many, where families consider
heat indexes in the tnple digits, providing children with an
affordable glass of milk a
fundamental right. It is also a
concern for consumers in the
United States and elsewhere
in Europe.
Milk prices hit a record
last month in the United
The plants can also snap oft States, where consumers paid
easily. It is not uncommon to an average $3.80 a gallon.
compared to $3.29 in January.
see the borer, as well.
To get a picture of how according to the U.S. Departwidespread and damaging the ment of Agriculture. It foreinsect is, farmers will need to casts prices will remain high
check 20 to 30 plants in a throughout the year.
Prices are likely to remain
field, then get a percentage of
those plants that are infested. high worldwide until dairy
a percentage tit their fields that farmers add more cows or
are infested and the number shift production to powders,
of acres in the fields. That's which are more easily traded
the kind of information John- than the liquid stuff.
International dairy prices
son will collect in coming
increased 46 percent between
months.
November 2006 and April
2007, with milk powder
prices increasing even faster.
according to the Food and
Agriculture Organization.
Companies like candy giant
Hershey Co. that use dairy
for their products are feeling
the pinch. But in many parts
of the globe, dairy farmers
are cheering.
"Global demand has been
extraordinary for American
dairy products, but global
supplies of dairy products
have been exceptionally tight."
said Michael Marsh, head of
the Western United Dairyman
trade group in C'alifornia, the
top dairy-producing U.S. state.
"From the American dairy
fanners' perspective, you have
almost a perfect storm."
In China, milk consumption

Looking for soybean stern borer
By LAURA SKILLMAN
proses. We will have to conic her planting dates, early maturUntversity of Kentucky
to soybean growers to gather ing soybean groups and we
might see some differences, but
This tall soybean producers this intiormation." he said
in the state may he called upon
Johnson said it is important they will probably be very
that they receive good farmer small." he said. "At this time
to help w ientists better under
stand how widespread and dam- participation to get the neces- about the only thing a farmer
aging the soybean stem borer sary inforibidion to present to call do is determine whether
is in Kentucky and seseral sur- the insecticide company. But they have them."
rounding states
ultimately it will be the comThe easiest way to do this
The borer is not a new pany's dectsii in whether to pur- 1,, when the beans are almost
insect Doug Johnson. entomol- sue labeling the product
mature, pull up a plant and
"We continue to look at split the stern. If borers base
ogist with the Unisersity ot
Kentucky College of Agricul- other options to mitigate the been active, the stem will be
ture. has been working for the risk of damage from the soy- completely- hollowed out and
past several years on what cul- bean stein borer such as car- sometimes packed with tress
tural pew-wawa limy help nungate its ittipas I llowe%Cr. to
date, planting date. maturity
group and satiety base shown
to he of little help Arid until
recently. there sass no insecti
cidal control
The female borer will hoe
a %ration out of the node on
a mishean plant. put her egg
in and then replace the section, sealing the node This
protects the egg from inset itctdal spray, Seed treatments
ot soil applied insecticide also
have not worked
Ulnae the larsa hatches and
reaches a certain size it will
tunnel into the stern. ultimately reaching the bottom With
an intestation. the physiologi
cal damage from the tunneling can go up to about 10 percent damage. but if the beans
fall over, the damage and subsequent lost yields go even high
er
Two years ago a researcher
in Kansas got 100 percent con
trot with a seed-applied insecPhoto provided
ticide that is labeled flit use Calloway County's FFA Horse Judging Team placed first at the State Horse Judging Contest
in corn. not soybeans Further recently held at Murray State University This is the third year Calloway has participated in
this
testing on this insecticide is state contest and the third year they have won it Pictured above, from left,
are Will Blackford
under Way al l'K. Kansas State (high individual score for the
contest) Samantha Bucy. Camelle Sharp, and Rachelle
and Arkansas. in the hope that
Ouertermous Contestants were required to place four halter classes and four performance
it can he labeled for soybeans
classes They were also required to give reasons for placing one halter class and one performThis tr•eart h int:lilacs two seed.
ance
class
applied insecticides and two
foliar-applied inset tic ides
The uniscrsits %sock is an

FFA HORSE JUDGING TEAM

efinn

iii

toilet t

data needed

to COI1VIIICe the company io
pursue the labeling requirements
through the t' S Ens initimen
tal Protection Agency.
We probably will be able
to collect the efficacy data
Johnson said "But getting a pes
hark labeled for a p.inicular
crop is a %cry expensis c thing
to do, sri the other data we
will need is a distribution of
the Insect and a calculation of
how many acres of soybeans
are attested by this inus t and
to what ettent "
That's where local soybean
growers will play a role Some.
time this fall, as a pan of this
protest. hthnson will contact
soabean farmers and ask then,
if dies fuse the insect, what
percentage of their fields might
base it and what percentage
of plants in the field enivto
have it
-This is going to hi- s c:
cnucal data. because we re got
to illustrate. ptostdang the prodcat worts, that the company
an make enough money to go
diniugh the expensise Labeling

•

"Out ofthe Walls

Got milk money?
Dairy markets vary significantly
from region to regton Factors such
as geography and trade policies
affect paces around the world
What It costs to buy a liter
t
(1.06 quarts) In selected
cities, in U S dollars
$1.50
Pam
1.20
Janisalem
120
New York
1.20
London
Copenhagen IIMMO 0.90
Mew° CIN sow 0.90
Stockholm INN 0.70
Cairo 11111 0.50
New Dent IN 0.50
SOURCE AP reporting

has soared along with rising
incomes, a massive expansiot,
of the dairy industry and the
increasing familiarity with —
and taste for — nonnative
foods among young urbanites.
Pim Hut sells its cheeseladen pies even in smaller
Chinese cities, and milk.
yogurt and individually packaged cheese slices can be
found in small local supermarket chains. Foreign-owned
stores such as France's Carrefour. Germany's Metro and
America's Wal-Mart cater to
slightly more sophisticated
tastes, selling crumbly blue
cheeses, wheels of gouda and
red-waxed balls of Edam.
Products from Chinese
dairy giant Mengniu even
carry the label of being the
official milk of the Chinese
space program. Its drinks
promise to -fortify the Chinese people," with packaging
showing a space-suited boy
clutching a glass of creamy
goodness.
China's growing love of
dairy is a far cry from two
decades ago, when the country was just opening up to
foreign products and availability was limited to milk.
yogurt and, on rare occasions;
butter. The Dairy Association
of China estimates consumption will rise by 15-20 percent annually in the coming
years.
Premier Wen Jiabao, on a
visit to a dairy farm last
year. said his "dream" is for
each Chinese child to consume a pint per day. He is
boosting production to try to
keep up with demand, but the
world's most-populous nation
remains a net importer of
dairy products, including milk
powders.

Has your advisor
Invested In You?
"I invest time in my clients,
as well as their portfolios."

Diana Thomason
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Account Executive
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Celebration for loath and ..idult.•

Saturday, Aug. 18th • 7:00 p.m.
Graves County High School
Performing Arts Center
,Admission is FREE

Eric Horner
Pe/forming

Rotobrush
_

•

Air Duct System Cleaning
In today's air-tight homes. Indoor Air Quality is a growing concern. Most household dust contains dust mites, mold, mildew, pollen, and animal dander. Many of
these contaminant's are circulated through the central air systems in most homes
and can aggravate the symptoms of asthma anti al ler g lc,

Air duct cleaning can rid your ducts of:
Dirt tt
• llohl• Pollen • Iltiq
1rui iIl1l)I'f)S f liltvirulency of y our I IN 1(' sstem

Illy Ruins ision S hut. Insprilion Ss stem :Mins• coo to ate
trouble apols and s t•rilies that Ilit• job u as dom. right.

"Frailty"
A contempuran. gospel rock lutrhi irom Carlisle Co . K1
will be opening this es en, They are last, fun. and LOCI
as well as spiritually inn% Inc
is is,1( /R

r 1

R\ flit I 'MITE!) MThODISTCHURCbtFs

Al'

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
iSerl ink, The People of Western

Kentuck‘ For Over 70 Years

802 Chestnut Street • Illerrey, KY •(270) 753-8181
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LADY LAKER SOCCER PREVIEW

RACER FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

CCHS has
district title
in mind

PRACTICE 9 OF 22

LADY LAKERS WANT TO
GIVE SCHOOL FIRST 2ND
DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP

Heating up
the progress

Coming Up
R•cot Foorsau.
-tic. On 0 Uvn0a
Pr.
P,.cbc.l1I Monday
Pracpc• 4r12 Tuesday
Practice /13 Aug 15
Praellee /14 Aug 15
'Practice 1115 Aug 16
'Practice 1116 Aug 17
Practice /17 Aug 17
Praellea /18 Aug 18
Practice f19 Aug 19
Practke a20 Aug 20
Practice 021 Aug 20
*Praelic•/22 Aug 21

aiba
3 35 P m
3 35 p in
8 25 a
3 45 p m
3 35 p m
8 15 a m
3 35 P m
3 15 p
3 35 p m
615am
3 35 p
3 05 p m

• — Dander &reweave date
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By MICHAEL DANN
Spoils Writer'
In the Lady Laker soccer compound. there's one
goal on the team's mind: A district championship.
And as lofty of an expectation as that may sound
— considering the powerhouse that Marshall County
has been in recent years and having to compete against
crosstown rival Murray High, as well as, Mayfield and
Graves County — second-year Calloway County head
coach Mike Harlan feels its an attainable goal, considering one crucial factor. Teamwork.
Last season, Calloway County finished 9-10 and
graduated eight seniors. Many of which Calloway County High School
logged a lot of mM- Lady Laker Soccer Schedule
utes for the red and Aug 14
pm
LYON CC
7 p.m.
white.
LONE OAK
Aug 16
p in
5:30
Mayheld
20
at
Aug
Gone are goal7 p.m.
MARSHALL CO
Aug 23
keeper Beth Ross and Aug 28 at Caldwell Co
715 p.m
7pm
pivotal role players Aug 30 at Graves Co
7 p.m_
Christian
Co
at
4
Sept
like Haley White,
7 p.m
GRAVES CO
Sept. 6
Julie Gingles, Amy Sept 8
5:30 p.m
at Murray
5:90 p.m.
Aimee Sept 10 MAYFIELD
Winkler,
7:15 p.m.
Heath
Mallorie Sept 13 at
Graves.
7 p.m
MURRAY
Sept 18
Esterlein and Whit- Sept 22 Greenwood
1 pm
Co
Marshall
at
Invite
(Lady Marshal
ney Wicker.
7 p in
25 at Marshall Co
But this group of Sept
7p
PAD TILGHMAN
Oct 1
seniors — which
includes Jessica Torsak, Haley Miller, Kristen Mikulcik, LeAnna Paschall.
Tatum Dale, Kelsie Greer, Jessica Bowman and Lauren Harlan — want to accomplish something that has
alluded the program during its existence.
Twice Calloway has been district runner up, but
Harlan said after a 4-0 win over Reidland in a recent
scrimmage that the team is going to be better than
players and fans have given them credit for.
9•• CPIS,29

MICHAEL DANN r Ledger & Times
Murray State head coach Matt Griffin keeps a close eye on practice over the weekend. On Sunday, the Racers spent much of
their 90-minute workout on technique in small groups.

RACERS CONTINUE TO PLOW THROUGH WEEKEND HEAT

ALL A CLASSIC GOLF
S.

Smith, Veach
earn state trips
SMITH WINS FIRST HOLE IN
SUDDEN-DEATH PLAYOFF
Staff Report
LA CENTER, Ky. — Two Murray High School
golfers qualified for state competition during the First
Region All A Classic golf tournament, held Friday and
Saturday at Ballard County Country Club.
During the boys' tournament on Friday, Tiger Jordan Smith won the first hole of a sudden-death playoff over Ballard Memorial's Prestaen Medlin to finish
with a 78 and earn a state berth.
Smith's score led the way for the Tigers, who finished last in the seven-team field with a 384. Defending champion St. Mary won its second straight region
crown with a 280, as Case Cochran led all competitors by carding a 65.
Ballard Memorial finished second with a 326, while
Reidland was third with a 335. Carlisle (342), May-

By MSU Media Relations
It was hot for Sunday's Murray
State football practice: it has been
a broken record supplied by
Mother Nature.
As the Racers continue fighting
through the hottest preseason in
recent memory, they are making
progress on a daily basis.
"We know our personnel better
and we have more returning players, so we all know what to
expect," said MSU head coach
Matt Griffin.
From Griffin's perspective, he
has more quality players at every
position and there is plenty of
competition for positions as the
Racers prepare for their season
opener on Aug. 30 at Louisville.
In the ninth workout of the fall,
the Racers spent much of the 90
minutes on the Roy Stewart
Stadium practice field in small
groups working on technique.
In the next four days, MSU will
concentrate of shoring up their
special teams.
"We're going to work on spe-

cm! teams," Griffin said. "All of
our practices work on the three
phases; offense, defense and the
kicking game.
"Saturday was really good for
us. It was our first two-a-day, and
it was a competitive and spirited
workout — the best we've had so
far." he added.
The Racers continue to plow
through the heat and all of its dangers; taking every precaution possible.
"It's been hot for sure," Griffin
said."We have plenty of hydration
stops in practice and water is available all the time at every practice
station."
The large tent that is sometimes
called "The Big Top- has provided
shade and a cool place for the
players to escape the heat.
The Racers returned to the
practice field today for their 10th
and 1 I th practices of the preseason. The morning workout was
scheduled to begin at 8:15 a.m.
while the afternoon session was
slated for 3:35 p.m.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State defensive coordinator Rich Nagy yells out
instructions during a recent preseason pracitce.

111 Sim NHS,29

ST. LOUIS 12, LOS ANGELES 2
•

Reyes gets rare win
LUDWICK STARS AS
CARDS BEAT DODGERS

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
Murray High
SAVING HELLO: Junior Leah Dieleman recognizes her teammates as the
School Fall
High
Murray
night's
Saturday
during
is
introduced
Lady Tiger volleyball team
Stadium
Holland
Ty
at
held
event,
Sports Kickoff

ST. LOUIS (AP) — For a change, hard
luck Anthony Reyes had a huge cushion.
He helped out with his second hit of the
season and first career RBI.
Reyes won his second game of the season and Ryan Ludwick homered and drose
in four runs in the surging St. Louis
dinals' 12-2 victory over the Los Angeles
.
Dodgers on Sunday.
"I've been going out there thinking I've
got nothing to lose," Reyes said. "I'm letting it all on the line, and I'll just try to
keep that going."
Reyes (2-11) worked six innings and had
an RBI during a five-run third that broke
it open for St. Louis, which took two of
three from the sagging Dodgers to complete a 5-2 hornestand.
Brendan Ryan hit a two-run homer and
had three RBIs after being recalled earlier
in the day. and Aaron Miles had four hits.
"It's a beautiful thing," Ludwick said.
"Things are going well."
The Cardinals knocked out Mark Hen-

INN
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TOM GANNAM / AP
Anthony Reyes pitches in the first inning
against the Dodgers Sunday in St. Louis.
drickson in the third without Jim Edmonds,
Scott Rolen and Juan Encarnacion. Their
patchwork pitching staff, which has the second-worst ERA in the National League at
4.74, wrapped up a stingy stretch in which
•See CARDS. 28
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PGA CHAMPIONSHIP

SCONEE"

Lucky Number 13
CRUELLY EFFICIENT, WOODS HANGS ON FOR CHAMPIONSHIP

•

It LSA. Okla 1APi
lii
his greatest victones. Tiger
Woods dominated the field and
left the competition feeling
deflated
nub inne, the dissection was
more crud
he actually let
cm hang around for a while.
The world's best player won
the PGA Championship for his
ith career major victory Sunday: not by pulling away, but
instead by hanging on after his lead dwindled from five to a
single stroke for a moment on
the hack nine
Then. -as on as his'closest challengers were feeling
y funnier. of hope and golf fans
‘4 Cie Nettling back down on their
ui,bes -- Yank'
Woods
ended it in his efficient. methodical way.
"I felt like I was in contort of the- tournament." he
said
Ile moved to 13-0 when leading a major going into the
final round, one of the best
closers sports has e)
.ef known.
The final act of this unbearably hot week at Southern Hills
was less a piece of all than a
model of perseverance
For pure dominance. watch
the replay of the second round
Friday. when he took the lead
for good with that record-tying
63. On Sunday. Woods came
in with a game plan that he
laded to follow to the letter
I 1f course, he also came in
with d three-stroke lead that
nohody could riVeft'otlit:
-I kept telling myself going
to the nest hole that 1 need
to bear down and get things
done. place the hall correct
CHARLES KRUPA / AP
Is." N'oods said -But I'm still
Tiger Wood chips Out of a bunker on the 13th green during the final round of the
pit1.11ifir(11 if the tournament
hampionship on Sunday at the Southern Hills Country Club in Tulsa. Okla
89th P
I still have the lead

Pacman emerges
advantage of Gordon spin from wrestling debut
Tony Stewart takes

WATKINS GLEN 's 1 4AP)
. Tony Stewart can't wait to
start the Chase
Trailing leader Jeff Gordon
liv two car•lengths with two
laps hi go Sundal. 411 Watkins
;len International. Stewart
stated in amazement when Gordon spun out on his iivoi enterthe first turn on the I 1-

turn road course and went on
to win the Centurion Boats at
The Glen.

It was the third %idol-) in
four fasts for Stewart who is
011 My of his midsummer rolls
with only tour races remaining before the Chase for the
Neste! Cup title begins

•MHS
From Page 18
held i;s I Hickman i 383) and
Murray rounded out the field
Also recording wore% for
the Tigers were Blake Graham
i'"i. Keaton Tale ,t951 and Ian
Holmes ilist
On the girls' side. Christina Wadi earned 4 state-qualifying score of Ion to pace
thy Murray contigent in Saturday s competition May field's

Ales ,1dams. who led the entire
held with an k5, earned the
other girls' 'tale Dinh
Hickman won the four-team
event with a 444. while Si Niaf
placed second with a 447 inv.]
Mayfield third with a 453 Mur ray High did not record a team
St.tile

Following Veach for the
Lady Tigers were Katrina ()1,4141
Adrian Herndon
IIICI
and
)

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR FUTURE.,
-LEARN A SKILL!
Classes start
NOWA"' September 4, 2007
"
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(SKI ANDO. FL (Al'i Adam "Pacinan" Jones ended
up surrounded by police Sunday night MIN time they were
actors trying to help the suspended cornerback, though they
couldn't stop him from being
allegedly 'attacked"
Not a finger was laid on
Jones on-camera Sunday at the
Total Nonstop Action Wrestling
event. but several were awfully close A wrestler rushed the
stage after Jawing with Jones.
but four actors with police clothing tackled him rust out of reach.
Minutes later, the studio television screens flashed to Jones
backstage. lying on thc ground
after tieing purportedly attacked.
The Tennessee Titans got a
court order prohibiting Jones
from participating in any
wrestling activity after he promised tn a taped segment Thursday on TNA's weekly Spike
TV show to appear
Jones the team and TNA
reached an agreement Friday
allowing him to perform
under extensive stipulation He
'old not touch or be touched,
grapple. shine, throw of have
anything thrown At him by anyinc working for ,ir watching
the show
The Titans did not immediaid! return phone messages
late Sunday night
Jones didn't show until several hours into the event. emerging through a tunnel to lacer
lights and fireworks
The
announcer called ham the mom
controversial man in professional sports today. and /ones
spurned his try for a handshake
Jones has been suspended
from the NH., for the 2007
season for violating the league's
personal conduct polls y by
being arrested six time'. Police
records foe various incidents
in Tennessee and Georgia show
five different arrests tot the
former fast round draft pick
His sixth arrest came in June
when he was booked by Las
Vegas police in the most sen
ous case He is under indictment there on two felony counts
of coercion stemming from a
Fehruars fight at a stop club

JOHN RAOUX I AP
Adam -Pacman* Jones is
shown here during his pro
wrestling debut on Sunday
night in Orlando Jones. however, was not allowed to
wrestle because of his NFL
contract
that left a hotIlls Cf. a former
wrestler himself, paralyzed.
Jones' in-ring appearance
lasted about 10 minutes He
wore black trunks, a sweat shirt
and shirt reading "Pacman- that
featured characters from the
video game Some of the rough
ky_ LOU) watching in the Universal Orlando broadcast studio booed, but others seemed
to he on his side Admission
for them is free, but the pay per-view event cost $29.99.
TNA said it wouldn't immediately know how Jones'
involvement affected sales
Jones paced the ring and
scowled, then picked up the
microphone He said he always
dreamed of wrestling when the
announcer asked why he came
The interviewer seemed surprised by his short response.
then asked what Jones' goal
was
"To show the world that I
am the hest team player that
ever lived." he said. repeating
a statement from earlier this
week lone% turned around as
wrestler Ron -The Truth"
Killings appeared with a beef
The two jawed some from 20
yards apart

CPA PPCP

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
2" S 1 2th St • Murray KY •753-3415

State( 11.1.

Van Haverstock

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
AN Tlmes COT
East Division
W
L
70 47
Boston
Ness York
66 51
1/aunt°
59 57
Baltimore
54 62
45 72
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L
65 52
Detroit
65 53
Cleveland
58 59
Minnesota
54 63
Chicago
51 65
Kallfeb City
West Division
W
L
69 47
Los Angeles
65 50
Seattle
56 62
Oakland
Texas
51 06

National League

All hams CDT
East Division
W L

08
4
10 172
IS 172
25
GB
12
7
11
13172

OS
3112
14
18 12

New York
Philadelphia
Atlanta
Florida

85
62
62
55

52
55
56
63

Washoglon

64

64

31
10 1/1
11 1/2

Central Division
W
L
ItAttsauttee
62 56
60 57
Chicago
55 60
St LouiS
52 65
Houston
Cincinnati
50 67
Pittsburgh
48 66
West Division
W
L
67 52
Arizona
6.3 54
San Dego
61 56
.Colorado
60 57
Los ArsgektS
49 67
San Francisco

chi
1 4/2
5 1/2
9 1/2
11 1/2
12
GB
3
6
18 12

Sumbrollooms

Detroit 11, Oildand 6
N Y. Yoram 5, ClitHiland 3
Baltimore 6, BOston 3. 10 innings
Seattle 6, Chicago Whole Sox 0
L A Angels 6. Minnesota 2
T0f01110 4, Kansas City 1
Texas 9, Tampa Bay 1
Todey's Games
Oakland (Gaudin 8-81 at Detroit (Durbin
7 -4t 605pm
Tampa Bay (Shtekts 9-7) at Bogor
waketect 13-10) 6 05 p m
Baltimore (Guthrie 7-4) at N V Yankees
'Wang 13-6i, 6 05 p m
Toronto (Litsch 4-4) Si Kansas City
4Perez 6-111 7 10 pm
Minnesota (3 Santana 12-9) at Seattle
.F Hernandez 8-6) 905 pm
Tuesday's Games
Tampa Bay (Kanter 9-7) at BOSI011
iLester 1-0) 6 05 p m
Dermal (Bonderrnan 10-5) at Cleveland
,Sabathia 14-61 6 05 p m
Baltimore ID Cabrera 8-12) at N Y
tankees iKarstens 0-2). 6 05 p m
t A Angels (Saunders 6-0) at Toronto
((
- alteday 13-6,8 07 p m
Kansas City (Davies 5-8) at Texas
µAtwood 7-91. 7 35 p m
Minnesota (Garza 1-3) at Seattle
ifiamirez 7-3) 9 05 pm
Chicago White Sox (Garland 8-7) at
Oakland .DiNardo 6-6) 905 pm

Sunday's Scores
NT Mets 10 Florida 4
San Diego 10 Cincinnati 4
Houston 6 Milwaukee 4
Si Louis 12 LA Dodgers 2
Colorado 6 Chicago Cubs 3
Pittsburgh 5 San Francisco 0
Washington 7 Anzona 6
Philadelphia 5 Atlanta 3

Today's Ganws
San Francisco (Cain 4-12) at Pittsburgh
,Maholm 7-14) 4 05 p m 1st game
San Francisco (Lowry 12-7) at
Pittsburgh I Youman 2-31 735 p
2nd game
Houston (Oswalt 12-6) at LA Dodgers
(BdiesgSley 7-3) 9 10 P m
Tuesday's Ganes
Anzona (Kim 6-5) at Flonda
712) 705 pm
N V /Nets(0 Hernandez 7-4) at
Pittsburgh (Snel) 7-10) 6 05 p m
Philadelphia (Lohse 7-12) at
Washington (HS 3-3), 6 05 p m
San Francisco (Atchison 0-01 at Atlanta
(Smoltz 10-6) 6 35 p m
Cincinnati (Hwang 11-3) at Chicago
Cubs (Zarnbrano 1443) 7 05 p
St LOVIS (K Wells 5-13) at Milwaukee
(Capuano 5-9) 7 05 p m
Colorado (Francis 13-51 at San Diego.
(0.4addus 7-91 905 pm
Houston (Albers 2-5) at L A Dodgers
(Tomko 2-9) 9 10 p m

•CCHS
From Page 1B
"I've heard all year long
that this team isn't going to
be very good this year." he
said. "Even some of the players have voiced their concerns
over our own team. I've heard
it from outside people, as well,
that we're not going to be very
good because of all the seniors we lost.
"After we had our fast scrimmage (last Tuesday) and did
very well, at the end of the
game 1 pulled the girls aside
and told them the things they
were saying about their own
team and the things that other
people have been saying about
this team. What do you think
about that now" The general
consesus from the girls was
they think we're going to be
better than first expected."
Harlan is well aware of the
fact that you can't base an
entire season on one scrimmage. But he says this team's
progress has been leaps an
bounds over what it was last
year.
"Last year, if the hall got
by someone. everyone got mad
at each other or mad at that
person." Harlan added. "This
year. if someone messes up, it
is encouraging to see them pick
each other up and move on,
there Isn't much dwelling."
Rounding out the Lady Laker

roster are a pair of juniors' in
Amy Winkler and Karra Jones.
They are followed by sophomores Shauna Wicker. Bethany
Harlan, Heather McGinnis,
Ellen Robinson. Erin Jones,
Haley McCuiston. Megan I4ks
and Alaina Mikulcik. Added to
the mix are a pair of freshmen in Emily Chrisman and
Averee Fields.
As far as winning the aistrict is concerned, the seeDndyear head coach said that he's
got a squad that is working
toward a common goal.
"We want to do better han
we did last year." he ;aid.
"Whether that be by a Oarne
or several games. A lot ot the
girls have in thier mind :that
they want to be district chttritpsions. Especially the eight-Seniors — that's their goal. 'es
are motivating the rest
the
team pretty well to woiltat
that. It's really early in:the
season to see if we ak.on
that right track, but these girls
have worked twice as hard this
year."
Harlan said it was evident
the line drawn between last
year's seniors and the rest of
the team. This year, its a collective effort multiplied by
teamwork.
"We have the team to ki,•
it I really do think we havc
the talent." he said.

4

Cards
From Page 1B
the opposition totaled six runs
in six games
Although they're 55-60. the
Cardinals were 5 1/2 games
out of first place in the NL
Central entering a seven-game
trip to the teams they're chasing. Milwaukee and Chicago.
starting Tuesday
"We have a chance to make
up for a lot of the had baseball we've played earlier this
season and set ourselves up
for a very interesting final six
weeks of the season." catcher
Gary Bennett said. "We're definitely looking forward to it."
Edmonds and Rolen got days
off due to a heal wave that
had the temperature at 99
degree% at game-time. and
Encarnacion was scratched due
to knee soreness hut said he
could have played Encarnacoon has been the odd-man out
in the outfield all four games
since Rick Anklet was recalled
from Triple-A Memphis on
Thursday
Reyes allowed two runs and
seven hits and is salvaging a
lost year after becoming the
first Cardinals pitcher since

1898 to begin the year 0-10
Both of his victories have come
in his last four starts. and ince
being recalled on July 28 for
a doubleheader against the
Brewers. Reyes has a 3,33
ERA.
Along with the rare victory. Reyes enjoyed rare offensive backing. Six of the Cardinals' 10 shutout losses have
come with the right-hander on
the mound, and they entered
the game averaging 2.1k runs
in his starts — lowest in the
=JOIN.
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Fenn Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Mime
liable Horne Lots For Sete
Mobile Homes For Sale
Motile Homes For Rent
Mottle Hoar Lots For Rent
Business Bentley
Apertrnents For Re.
Rooms For Rant
HOUND For Rent
Storage Rettig.
Comm..* Property
PatsO Supplies
Limidoce A Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Reid or Leese
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Personas
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Lost and Found
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Real Estate
Lau Property
Lots For Sam
Lou F. Rent
Forms For Sale
Acreage
Home. For See
Motorcycles 6 Aries
Auto Parts
Sport Uldity 4414044
Used Care
Van.
Used Truck,
Campers
Boos & Motors
S.r.
Fr.'.
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58.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
53.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/
$8.25 first Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 wards 6,50 each
Additional Consecutive Gays: 1.12 per word per day.
$3 •1R extra for Shopper (Mon Classilteds go into ',hopping Guide)
57 on extra for Hind hot ad,
The publisher maintains the right to reject Or edit any submil
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753-1916

ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
ay 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Frid
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We would like to thank
Debbie St Billy Kimbro
for being such good
neighbors.
Buddy & June Windsor

ADVERTISING SALES

EARN Extra Cash
Ideal for individuals
with service/Waif or
Telemarketing/Fundrai
experience
sing
Call
Evening Shift
759-2485 for more
info.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC REARING
Pursuant to KRS 132 027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
a Public
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky, will hold
heanng on August 23, 2007, at 6:30 p.m in the Council Chambers. City Hall
Building, 104 N 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky to hear comments from the public
regarding proposed 2007 tax rates on real property
As required by state law, this notice Includes the following information
Revenue
Tax Rate Per $100
Assessed Valuation Expected
ecling Year Tax Rate
$2.176,512
3948
and Revenue Produced
2, Tax Rate Proposed for Current
82,354.132
3844
Year and Expected Revenue
I , Compensating Tax Rate and
$2,263,494
3,696
Expected Revenue
$ 90.416
Revenue Expected from New Property 3844
$ 328,981
45i Revenue Expected from Personal Property .3948
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Ladd
Notice
NOTICE
The contents of the following units 11. 71, 77
will be sold on August
13th. 2007 at 10.00
am.to pay back rent.
late fees. processing
fees
J 8 L Rentals Mini
Storage
720 S 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-436-5496

Ell
SQUARE fish, no way1
Sandra D's. 94E
293-3816

What accessing the
-help wanted- section
on ow classifieds

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers rts
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and compass mentioned herein
are believed to be reputabie. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsiblity whatsoever for VINT
laCialbee.

webraie 50
murrayledga ctxn.
you will be redirected
to yobnetwort corn
Be default.
Murray and local yob
listings will appear on
this wehstte
However. as a national
webbte. not all Ininnts
on the yobriesvork can
are placed thmugh
the Mw-ray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if vou have any
quesnons regarding
die Murray area
pots hemp Thank you

A child needs youl
Become a fostw Per
Ont. up to $313/day

I.

rs

en

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
We offer
Assistants
compebtrve wages and
an excellent benefit
Package API* in Person at Bnfthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
641S
Hwy
Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

DISCLAIMER

64:

tek

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
RO. Box 1040-Z
\I urray. KV 42071

WKUMFS
270-4434004
IMMEDIATE need for
experienoed carpel Mayers hatpin Apply at Joe
Smith Carpel
753-8880

DO you love woridng
with IWO
Wee Care Enterpouts
may be pug 9Ne place
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available
AWN at
Martial Arts Arnanra
1413 Caties Blvd
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-81 11

•

,
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INSURANCE

INra's 1.abp(bil

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

SWKWARAT

1161.466.11.11( NOUS
0
1
.-1
1161
384 M-.1"
Murray 10 42E1
I 41141.:467 Y7S7
,174i7464444
•al Occasion Tramportatios • Airport lent-'. • rrtIfIrd Drn ere

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A. $131 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

— PREPLANNING —

10°. Fixed Bonus Annuit,,
1s1 year guarantee 14.4
Great alternative to a CD

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangenumt Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

'Why pay taxes on money you're not using
'Are you making the most of your IRA
'
and 401K deductions,
'Can you reduce your overall tax bill

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

Commercial Waste
Disposal

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owner,
IltateisawiAid Fishore:Petyked

Webasto Roof Systems. Inc the largest
sunroof supplier to the Automotive Industry is
seeking an Electrical Maintenance Multi-Craft
Technician for 3rd shift
High School diploma or equivalent required
Two (2) year Associate Degree in
ElectricaVElectronic field or Five 151 years
expenence in related field
Prefer Journey man license
Mechanical / Welding I pneumatics knowledge
a plus
Allen Bradley PLC, RSLogic and Computer
skills a plus
Knowledge of OSHA / NEC regulations

hiring
now
KFC
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders Must be
available for all shifts
Apply in person 205 N
12th St

We offer a competitive salary/benefits
package.

Delivery
LOCAL
Needed.
Drivers
Three part/full time
available
positions
immediately Use own
Cash paid
vehicle
weekly. Call 759-2485
for more Information.

For immediate consideration,
please send resume to:
Webasto Roof Systems, Inc .
Attn: Human Resources
and position applying for.
3500 US Hwy 641 North, Murray. KY 42071
E OE

•

NEEDED immediately
person needed for local
work installing stucco
Great weekly pay Only
people
expenenced
need to call (812)7018225. ask for Howard
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Den -In. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone cells.
PART time LPN pose
bon available in medical office. 3-4 days per
week. No weekends
Please send resume
with references to PO
Box 483. Murray. KY
42071
Motor
UNIVERSITY
seeking
Company
motivated, responsible.
career oriented fulllime sales person Also
time
part
seeking
detacleanup person
Apply in person 800
Chestnut St. Murray.
KY Ask for Steve
Brooker

Ai rt
••••••••••••
••••••••••••

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

Human Resource Representative
Marketing Sp cialist
Registered Nurse - Acute Rehab
Licen ed

ractic I

270-753-1916

urse - Acut

Nursing Assistant -Acute Rehab
offer,a_comprehenext
compensation anditfits,p,ackage
Rerumet can be teat to
,
Um bade toter, Human Return.
Ifiirras4 fakeer.(emelt Iletpteat
40; Neter Weer. Warm,, A 421r I
Illetryleatarreramplatme

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033
TRAVIS ASPHALT

7 tigbeS
NM M'
gis Appliance

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

lb

ADECCO IS NOW HIRING for INDUSTRIAL MAINpositions
ADMINISTRATIVE
and
TENANCE
in CNC
M11111111211Ce position requires expenence
machines, lathes, and mills Adausistrative poubons require
purchasing
I'ves eipenence in accounting and
Complete mime applicabon a haps lleapp adecco
rip code 42001 You MUST call (1110-40)-9e70 when completed Inn/anal positions require mute &tag sateemng

226-9398
492-8191

TN bc #58393. KY Le/CE60221 ME9837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
DIRECTOR OF
ACTIVITIES
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking a Director of our Activities
Department. The Director is responsible
for the development, implementation, and
ongoing evaluation of the Activities programs in accordance with State and
Federal guidelines. Also directs the scheduling of individual and group activities.
Director reports to the Administrator.
Interested candidates must have completed the Training program approved by the
State of Tennessee. Two years prior experience required.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental,
and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcrac-tn.ore
Equal Opportunity Employer

Youth Services is now hiring
for part-time/PRN youth workers to work
in our residential treatment facilities.
Candidates must be dependable and a caring individual to provide behavior management to at risk teens. Candidates must
have reliable transportation.

Community

E0E/M/FIDN

Adecco

U.

& Ekarieal Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

Minimum Requirements: High School
diploma/GED, I year experience in childcare or MRDD. 21 years of age.
Candidates must be able to pass all background checks. Applications may be
picked up at 78 CAKY Drive, Benton, KY,
42025. Phone: 270-527-8388. Deadline
for applications is August 20, 2007.

ne110011411411•17.40PLE

Murray
Ledger
& Times
Classifieds

HOSPITAL

Wumay-Callowey County Nostatal("KOH is•
rtot-for-peobt 361 bed (110 acute and 221
in Hurray Kentucky
WV Wm,Koapttal located

Whiripsibi

fOrrapaaLura_ MK*

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

Hebasto

27a--7,1-24 II

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Call me today
Ron Sallin
759-1565 Cell. 210-2533

(ALLs PLEASE
vo pllosE

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week
S9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now,
1-888-974-JOBS or
vninv.1888974lobs.com

Several new positions
available_ Earn $7-616
per hour. No selling.
Training provided If
you have a pleasant
voice, good communication slobs, and are
dependable, call 7594958

411 1,41,

granted to qualified applicants
\VIER resumes are re‘iewed.
‘hsolutcb no on-the-spot
inters lens v‘ill be conducted,

NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
010

h.'.11111 .11141 ticoul

oti)1

Interested applicants must appls hs
resume mils: inters icsis Will he

ENTHUSIASTIC perchairside
sonable
assistant for orthodontic office. Travel to
Murray, Mayfield, and
Paducah. Fax resume
to 270-554-2019

di
Dnd

Complete Formal Wear Headquarter,

IL:wined
,111,1 PuhIis Relation,
bc

plan" sada

H Thomas Rushing
Mayor
Murray State University is accepting proposal'from
qualified food service vendors for the Operation of
Concession Kiosks in the Regional Special Events
Center during basketball games and other events
Proposals will be evaluated bailed on compensation
paid the university, products offered, and experience
in food service operations. Request for proposal
forms may be requested by calling Dame Liddle at
809-2091, referencing RFP-221D-08 Proposals are
due and will open August 28, 2007 at 400 p.m

,h.t.otiiit, in
lou must
he sill won ated

,u1,1

P.11)1 10 ,11)1.,\

a tax rah
The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by levying
of $ 3844 which will be spent in the public safety departments of City government
ON OF
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATI
HEREIN
THIS ADVEFUSEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED

•
rs' in
otle s
ipho
Ltigny
mats,
ones,
tts
Pa.
ed to
Fre:shand

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Help Warded

1_

1

Help Planta

VISA

44406. NOW
padvt HIRING
1jt11/4-

FT and PT positions.
We offer great pa). flexible hours, paid vacation and medical ins.
Stop by ioclay and fill out an application.

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes healtht &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

FULL TIME NURSE'S AIDE
Prefer CNA or CMA but will train if you
enjoy working with the elderly. Good
working conditions. Pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern Terrace.
1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

a
motivated energetic
person to train for
Management Position.
Great pay,401k, paid
vacation and insurance options.
Starting pay is $41/hr. Stop by our
Murray location and RH out an
application today.

. We are looking for
,44116

444t-

051
Help Wariled
Dose
PULMO
Pharmacy is now hiring
Full-Time
a
for
Lead
Warehouse
The Warehouse Lead
for
responsible
is
assisting in maintaining
equipment,
facility
shipping, receiving and
responsibilities as necessary per Warehouse
Manager's delegation
Expenence in mainteand
nance
shipping/receiving is
required Ability to mulMask and manage time
will be qualities of our
successful candidate
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
hiring
now
is
certified ,licensed

R•spIrstory
Therapists and RNs to
pm our clinical team

RTs are responsible to
providing telephonic
support regarding respirator y
equipment/supplies
within their clinical
expertise and education to field staff, referral sources, patients
care-givers.
and
Schedule may include
nights and/or weekends
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
Please
equivalent
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurl Dove Murray. KY
to
email
Or
elizabeth cain0rotech
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • %tondo,. Augtuit 13, 2007

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Cornerstone Realt) & Rental

270-753-8556

Cali 270-2054490 or see
www ismer .,nputerrepair corn

412$ Hwy 121 North, 38K. 2 BA,

Office Hours 14 a.m. - 12 p.m.

1510 Sq.H.. Great Hardwood Floors'
5114,900• MI,Se 40459

I p.m. to 4 p.m.

Call Bonnie Byerly with
Cornerstone Realty & Rental LL('
4761-SELL) tor more information
on these properties.

M

Ilei Olden

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have

20 years experience.
270-759-9553

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPEIANtIS
WARD ELKIN'.

I MI _do barmen° in
my horns 4362049

(210)1531113

RETIRED certified aid

au set, do light house-

1E1'43
mot&

keeping or run 'minds
inetsierlds
for the *dotty or sack
Flelerences 293-2735.
'OWNER Sonars.
4802034

Cameo**
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Corbeled Technician
Service/ repairs
760.3614

Price reduced
from owl-sales to
below forty
8 tenth* of an acre. 2
mobie homes.
and large garage building in 'Crossland'
Olive Branch Auction A
Realty
Call Mike Conley

270.293 3232'
ASITIOUF S Can tarn,
I eur running or
fixable cars trucks
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment. ATVs
campers motortsomes
traders almost anything 270-570-1010

OWNER
FINANCE
96 3131% 21M $5.000
clown $1345 month. I
we. 72 Sundanr,e'

38A. 26A. 200
amp. ex-cond . must be
moved Kaksey, KY
$16000.

270-293-7090
2001 Fleetwood 16x80

313R ?BA. extra nice
270-489-2525

CASH.çu.d for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods.519S 12th
Murray

GOVERNMENT

FUNDS FOR
1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down; Your
GOOD used rehigers- land or lama)/ land
tors, electric ranges. 731-564-4926 Ends
gas heaters air condi- Augusi 15
baseboard
tioners
heaters Used carpetillEillfisea/wall
ing. 753-4109
\\ %NI III lii \
f NI
,I‘It•

SMALL 2E1R
753-6012

$225

L

-

Silo per month Nesve

homes only 492 8488
77r Story

9100 Deposit
IBA /325
28R ens
Cal Todsyl
MOMS.

of Calloway

1922-1976
Published by Murray
Democrat Publishing
Company Written by
Dorothy and Kerby
Jennings (270)3007280 (2701360 1084
County

1 OR 2tx afas ram
downtown

Murray

starting at $200 mo
753-4100.

HIR new USU. other
locations availed&
appliances Gasman

Arkin
Fer lals

RE 753-9696

HEARTWORKS
Wo create custom
scrapbooks for $e 00 a
Page pkis cost of soppees Also MI knit
baby blankets.
scarves, pendia', and
other eems to order
750-5531 or 97S-0747
.
----MOVING Se*. Greet
Deals,
IT Grumman canoe. 2
rehverstors. both with
ice maker. 4 custom
made
Adirondack
Claws Sunfish saiL
boat 436-5367

ORM/STATION 1 & 2
GAMS Now sokfinsiseo al Wood Electronics

REVS wOrm fawns has
eras *forma year round

4600 Kan Cobb Rd
• ,ry y KY 42071

•

lee

Need to place
an ad?

18.1. al appliances furnished.
tine/entity
Heights Subdivision
No pets
Deposit.
1326rmonth 753-4937
or 753.1961

picnic area Starting 0
$295mo 227-4654
Mown Far RtH

AM

WHEAT straw $3 per
270-841-1806
bale
mobile number

References no pets
$425
lease
plus
(*posit. 753-1059
281116k $396 plus
depose. 978-0742

Al Real Estate advertised in ttse newspaper

38R house CAVA.
*rasher/dryer, near university I. 28R aces

is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing

3B11, 1-1/28A house. 4
mi west Of town. Large
yard quiet neighbor.

$650/mo

hood

•

deposit
References
No pets. 436-5927

$800 month 759-9046
436-5258
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3 bedroom 2 bath
home with 'amity room
2 car garage large
Minced yard attic SiOf
age all
Located

appliances
in
Oaks

Country Club Golf
Course
community
$900,mo (270)759
5885 or (270)293-7085
HAZEL 213R $300
month rent plus deposo
and Mess 492-8526

Act of 1968. as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
Of discrimination based
on race color religion.
sex, or national origin

or an intention to make
any such preference
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is

dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opporturally basis"

2019 light& nice
GHIA. mamas* furnished Venous loai
Sorts Column RE
753-91108

28A new IASU. CAVA.
appliances Coleman
lowriNTMe-IW
appkances including
westise and dryer. 2 car
Wale $695 rent plus
depose I year lease
293-3904
no pets
1401 Diuguid Dr.

EXTREMELY mai
213r1 28A apt spa

csoos trying & kitchen
area tocated vi agreat
neghbortiood If enter
tined call 227-5452

LAT%a

38R furnished
-COCA.
28A. weshertdryer
year lease No pets

Murray Ledger

References required
1606 Meier
270-510-2699

270-753-1916

Newry Remodeled
BR $29000
2814 $34000
38R WS 00

$100 deposit specs&

spew & Move
Keivrelor eshiawalor

Older models
431114296
itti/MOTH
washer
Wherlsool dryer
hire west, 960 each
436 me
WHITE
mongerster. 214 Mar
R $10000 4924325
was.644 &re
*225 6260 753-4105

tor weighed apple:win
Office hours 6-2
Mon-Fri
Cal today for moseys-

mime
711941121
Vali Nelda, evesdeatlabsies. Please
esS 110-0.611.

4 p re 1.4-F

%new Mind

or 72a-0811
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753•1916
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree

OFFICE or retail space
eon 753.2906.

ze3-1410
Oaks Specs
Economical single furnished offices for tease
*eh common board
room CENTURY
21 ask for Lorena
753 1492

FOR sale by owner or
rent Wont, to buy:
Lovely 1.900 sgft. 2
bedroom brick house in
the couney. low down
payment. $738 month
rent Priced at 5135K
270-376-2154.
270-8164046

NEON BEACH
MINI•STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

111111.-ia_4_4111
Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899

Union Offered

L %slit 1st; Kew %pelt

LrutjI.Ii,ri
irder411

tree
-

SNOW'S Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair rebuild - reasonable prices. Call
731-642-6939
654
Hobby Rd., Pans, TN
38242

NEED HELP?
All remodeling.
No pub too small.
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PURCHASE Ares
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSD and
Anxiety

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein

are believed to be reputable, The Murray

WHITE
STRUCTION
Specializing in powed
concrete basements
Licensed & Insured

10 .4

519-2713

WILDLIFE

Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
•Soil testing
-timing and Fertilizing
-Spraying
*Redding area Design
and Construction

HOTOSC0110

ery. 436-2987

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Aug. 14, 2007:
You often juggle your needs while others observe and have strong
opinions. Remember, you only need to satisfy yourself.
Communication and determination are instrumental in making what
you want happen. Don't push others so much. A difficult situation
could evolve, which will turn out to be even harder to resolved
many people are involved. If you are single, you might be upset
when alone. However, you can't always have it all, especially when
dealing with people. Compromise is the cornerstone of a relationship. If you are attached, you move to a new dimension of
canng.VIRG() has strong ideas about what to do with your money!

A-1 Stump Removal

MOTORCI'CL' Fully insured
INSURANCE
437-3044.

2003 Kawasaki Vulcan
750. Excellent condItion
4.600
mees.
$3.500 270-365-0122.

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE IL PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Owen

14, 15, 16 inch

Starting at 520
mounted

Call 7534606

\LI

Iitchell Bros.

Paslug
Mir In

writs.

759-0501
753-1537

'02 WWII Pallapc
,
LX.214 Whet.Sunroof, new Ink Pow

windows and lode,
cruise.IR Sal player. 109.000ne.
510.500 293-5519/day
4913-4305CVevenings

2001 Mazda Meta MX 5 convertible
pur •
chased new at dealer
for wile but she doesn't
Me 5 speed txeded
with
power
locks.
power trunk. co/antenna. &c cd player. custom vineries, remote
entry. log tamps Rear
IIICtory spoiler and gold
anodized tnm pecksge.
30 mpg average %%eh
real sports Car feel.

rated
Top
In
Consumers Reports
nog
7500 actual males and
hes
always
been
garaged and covered

& Hauling
TON% 1 It 1% l's
270-753-2279
SACIWOE

TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel,
vale* rock
436-2113
Dome work II Track
hoe
Construction
'flooring •Decks
•Vinyi sidrig .Al
Horne Improvements
(270)11711-2111
Licensecklneured
DAVID S
Cleaning
Service Al ellen*
chiming Vinyl, farces,
Mc (270)527-7176

ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd pass
you don't have ems
for
Painting. siding. roofs
deck&
293-54313

Bright red with Meek
evertor Moak** Ike
new inside and our
•

(2701753-5827

A-.1 Joe's Mower
row pick-up, deliv-

itotorookelifIllre

Paving. Sealsoialiii;.

evadable Prime toes-

$ 1 19.001.
Ream snow ao Ogee(alesalae.
Owned and Operated
Calbway County For 35 Years'

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731 -3a6-528P

615-515-5550 a 1409

FINANCING--

5 areas cleaned and i
deodorized

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work.

270-2934906

405 S 5th St 31311
IBA. $33.000 down.
$450 month 7S3-2222

JOE'S JOBS

August Special!!!
Got 010-1

1:1 1 11 l'

USED TIRES

'"OWNER

Attention
Tobacco Fanners
Irrigation services
available
CaR
(270)293-7109

Lee's Carpet Cleaning

/11
10
r iii,
,
1.111
Www.crfativepropertrioivers crim
(270)761-11. '• ;

runs excellent 91.600
000.(731)336-5779

16
acres
on
Back usburg
Road
Kirksey
489-2994.
(270)831-0419

ft Sidewalk included.
Lic & Insured
(270)978-1772

Office: 270-761-6790.
Cell: 270-978-1007 •

Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured.

%113 Location.

I to 296 acres. West
Calloway
Owner
ftnanaig. 489-2116.
Neve message

HOUSE wash special
$89.00 up to 1.500 sq

Handyman Services.

buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

Deal tea thn. due to
Opportunity
bad credit'
10 ciwn fabulouS lake'rum On premier recreational lake in KY Was
$84 900 Excenent

new phone number is
873-8186 Listed
underTabrtha DeVnes

Call 753-1816

03 Kawasaki KX125
diel bike. Looks great.

DEAL FEU. THRLP
LAKEFRONT
1• AC - 571.410

HAVE mop will travel
is now at 78 Peyton
Lane, Almo and the

Moving
LAM
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
& Landscaping
Satistaction guarantei

TRAVIS
ASPHA

•Socurffy alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U Hauls
753-9600

taw.-

1\1\11 III \ II

HANDYMAN
Do you need heti? I do
painting. concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work
Home. 731-247-5359
or Cell: 731-234-5933

Commercial IResidential"
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

75.1-4344 •

pool

ground

1250 000 293-2418

• weekly & special
• locally ow onlioparated
759-1151 • 21054703
243-2784

130

'mending Cal now 1

PRIMER
IIINISTORAGE
*isms dins.* control
storage

Nolo-SMOKING
unfurnished sge . water
pakt avelleble now no
pets 753.541110

88 Bayliner Capri
Runabout with traitor.
Needs minor work
Great deal $850
753-2961

270-436-5496

St

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
ones evadable

port. no Fedi 2273064 753.7467

1989 115HP engine
$1.400 080 753-0324

141111sits

i&L REN'TAI,S
MINI-STORAGE

N i 2811 dtipkeL Ole-

FSBO Gatesborough
tn-level 4811 38A, in

480

753-2905 or 753-7536
4-131
7
. s8 &Par
lances. central
Gateman RE 753-9606

BRICK 38-04. 28A
aPProx t,600sqtI
81 West Drive
$118.000
(270)227-7356

270436-2124

Cell ;270) 293-4183

Now renting
720 S I

Afik:ta- 10 acres
wiolder house and
home
mobile
or
Shoemaker Road near
Aurora Mostly road
frontage $71000
270-354-6781

MUST sell. 1966 Laser
IT pleasure boat with

.1,

building Prefer contract tot deed 618-531-

rrati•rprop
ens meiems mii

STORAGE and
PROPANE
'• 4 t_ Max,
,2701 753 6266

RE 753-9896

1710 Magnolia-Drive.
418R. 3-8A. LF1, DR,

2000 Ford F550 truck
with 14 Supreme box
bed V10 engine, like
new. I owner. 4.000
actual miles, garage
kept 753-6660 or 9780402

AAA HANDYMAN
Al) types of carpentry.
additions, decks
Hauling, dean up Junk
Garage. yards.

G&C

,9 a m

(270)293-1400

2007 GMC classic cab
0.000 miles $16,100
492-6205

MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5TH STREET
753-3500

WANT
to
Buy
Commercial/medical

270-761-1K I

RE 753.9896

1625 College Farm.
3811 213A (remodeled),
utility with tile floors
Formal dining, hardwood floors new roof,
new garage door. new
gas logs C/H/A, 3
years
old
Owner/Realtor
$114,900.

in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
informed
that

Condition

MI Warehousing
New fASU $20-50
753-7668

Priced right for
or rental
proper1i. in the

eat-in kitchen, recreation room Well maintained 227-5414

2811 1.513A. C/H/A
Garbage pick-up. water
& appliances furnished

753-1252. 753-0606

1600+ so. Ft.

low 441's.
Sal. %rig 111th
11:110 %NI- I :001•%1

deposi
Lease
&
required 753-4109

lialuslocations
5200-5300 Coleman

Call us &Se
will be
glad to help
& Times

110 ASH ST.

FEMALE Pug CKC
Registered fawn w/
black markings. $150
489-2474

Ili
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 sue 4 yet
lost 1 SaZe 8 due $150
each 270492-8614

on the Cowl &pare
Huge Selection. Greet
Priciest 7531630

f WEN HE)1

DOG Obedience
436-2658.

REGISTEREU
Miniature Schnauzer
Black mate.
pups
female and silver
female Vet checked.
shots, wormed, fails
docked. $500
293-1482
SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC. CKC. dew claws
removed,
shots.
wormed.
male
&
female. $300- $350.
270-251-0310 after 14

VERY Close to MSUt
Affordable one bedroom apartment inCI
basic kitchen appliances and covered

FiR

sial Trucks

395-8396

FREE Puppies. Lab
mix. 6 weeks old.
(270)227-4872

RED OAKS APTS.
Special

3811, 2 bath home on
take met private dock

iken None Um far Nati

\

TDD el-800-648-6056

AKC Golden Retrieve
puppies Parents on
premises $300 270-

2 3 & 413R houses
1 990 Clayton mobile

Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235

RI \ \I
'• I •

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-CalApis902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday F riday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity

753.1011

BUYING

1358 Welles Rd.. 3 BR. 2.5 BA.
1780 Sy.Ft.. 13 Acre Farm'
$155,000 • MISS 40416

Onc and Two Bedroom Apanment,
Central Real and Alf
AcLepting sspplikations

MUM NATI: ONLY $35/brf

General Contracting

579.900• MLS I 40458

TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Venous Computing Services

Calhoun Construction, LLt:

Featured Listings!
WS Green Plain Rd.. 3 BR. 1 BA,
1350 Sq.11., Completely Remodeled!

1505 Dtuguid Drive • Murray, 10 421171
We make house cans at
no extra charge'

Murray Ledger & flnw

$1140000
Asking
731-593-0161
2000 Aker° 127.ma
maim new loyo Res.

cokl alt, very depend.
able 13.950 080
767e-5410
1906 Geo Mimeo
71,003 mess $1 000
Cal(2701970-7003

FORELL S Tim
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
409-28./9

(270)436-5927

Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

*Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

kg Jacqueline Bluer

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positise. l-Aserage, 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Executing a proieCt could be a touch more costly than you
thought You face some important choices here. Sit back and consider if the end result justifies the nsk. That answer will give you a red or
green light Tonight Get to the gym or get some form of exercise.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You could be distracted and enjoy every moment of this
side event Be sure you can take care of your errands and other
responsibilities Blending responsibility with pleasure could develop
into an art form Tonight. Spice up the moment
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** If possible. stay close to home You might opt to work from
home Otherwise maintain a low profile and enjoy what comes down
You might not have all the answers, but you certainly have some
Tonight Build up on rest

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You have a tendency to be picky. overwhelming and high/y.
energized. The combination proves to be interesting to an observer
Don't personalize a discussion. Insight and new perspectives open a
door Tonight Even if lust playing bingo. someone might be a tad
deceptive'

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A desire to take a risk could be tempered when you see the
potentially negative results. Certainly you are riot always nght, but
you stilt could be happier if you step away A hidden element comes

to light. if not immediately then soon Tonight' Pay bills first
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*****Cleady you call the shots How you work with someone and
the deCilliOna you make vary with each situation. Realize what you
want and expect from someone close Surprises head in when dealing with others. Tonight Juggle all your different interests
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
•** Explaining and itablying might not be the ticket nght now.
Accept what IS going on rather than buck the current trend
Observation helps you learn If you re feeling at loose ends, go off
and get some exercise Tonight Early bedtime
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You might have a plan of attack. but you'll discover that if
you're seated in nisi:Sty. you need to head in a new direction Or adapt
to the cocurnellInces Trust in your abilities You can and will achust d
you lot of &need to control everything Tonight Hang with friends
AMUR(Nov. 22-00c. 21)
**** YOu cedar* have an opportunity to show what you are capable • of The unexpected plays a twisted role in events Confirm
appointments Make sure you understand where others are corning
from Tonight In charge wherever you are

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jen. 19)
**** Wort( with someone and be reedy to make a deference Plans
change. and misunderstandings might happen Knowing this, reftjsp
to become upset when facing chaos. Enloy the excitement and diversity. Tonight The best-laid plans fall apart.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1S)
**** A partner wants and demands to be in control Though you
acesally might have a belief ides or sense of direcikm, you will nee0
10 Midi off This person needs lo know what you expect and *bet pill
happen Mel his or her idea Tonight Curt your temper
PISCES (Feb. 10-March 20)
**** your actions display a different response than what
you say
or think. Slop, back off and widerMancl where you night be coming
from. Your unexgrecled botiOvier 00Uld May Incur another's wrath Is
it worth Ili Tonight The highmit OorM 54 0Ontrol is no control

-
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Couple doesn't appreciate
in• -laws helping handouts

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published are a story and plcure about Calloway County Dis,ter and Emergency Services Resue Squad Chief Ronnie Burkeen
being a part of the filming of the
inovre, "U.S. Marshals," by Warne: Brothers in Pope County, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Houston
will be married 50 years Aug. 16.
. Births reported include a boy
Kristina and Lee Anthony
JaPkson, and a boy to Cassandra
,iad Adam Moreland, Aug. 6.

20 years age
Published is a picture of Calloway County High School Pnnopal Jerry Ainley checking Micke51, Bogard's class schedule as registration for the fall team started
Aug. 10 at the school.
Births reported include a girl
to. Randy and Judith Barber, Aug.
2, and a girl to Theresa and lames

Triilett. Aug. 7.
:am Lanning of Murray won
ads SO-over division at the Kentucky State Triathlon Championship
hold at Kentucky Darn Village
State Park, Gabertsville
:30 years ago
:Terry Glenn Gibson. 16, Hazel,
ditd • Aug. 12 from injuries after
bcting hit by a car on Old Murray-Paris Road, according to Kentucky State Trooper Guy Turner.
:Open house will be held at
tht:ttew cafeteria and library additidnr. to Calloway County High
School on Aug. 14 from 2 to 4
p.m.
- Evelyn M. Cox. Norma Thomas
and Debbie Cook have been named
as new members of the expanded Outreach Program at the Calloycay County Public Library. Don
hike is coordinator,

• 10 years ago
All Calloway County schools
will open for the fall term on
Aug,- 24. according to Boron Jef-

frey, superintendent of Calloway
County Schools. This Includes Calloway County High School and
the six elementary centers at Almo,
Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove
and New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. L.C. Winchester
will be married for 50 years Aug.
17.
Murray High School Coach
Preston Ty Holland was speaker
at a meeting of the Murray Lions
Club hcl at the Murray Woman's
Club house. He was introduced
by Lion Eh Alexander.

DEAR ARBY: My in-laws
think that my husband and I
are hard up financially. We
both work good jobs that pay
well for our area. We have
nice cars and own our home.
The in-laws constantly try
to give us money! Any little
thing we do,
they write us
a check -like watchtheir
ing
house while
they're.. on
vacation,
taking care
of their aniDear Abby mals, etc.
I haven't
cashed their
By Abigail
in
checks
Van Buren
years.
thought that maybe this would
do the trick, but it hasn't. We
pride ourselves on paying our
own way and surviving on our
own. What would be a proper and tactful way to tell them
we appreciate their thoughtfulness but we're doing just
fine? -- INDEPENDENT DUO
IN SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
DEAR INDEPENDENT
DUO: How about just saying
it in English, the way you
have said it to me? Your inlaws appear to be caring and
generous people who love you
both. I'm sure they are not
trying to imply that you are
not independent and capable
when they write those checks
-- they are trying to share their
wealth. This is perfectly acceptable, by the way, and you

50 years ago
Pvt. E-1 Lucian E. Palmer has
been assigned to Company Training Regiment for eight weeks of
infantry basic triurung in conjuncuon with the 1955 Reserve Forces
Act. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Palmer of Murray.
Bro. Paul J. Waller of Wyandott, Mich.. is the speaker at the
gospel meeting now in progress
at Kirksey Church of Christ. Kirkicy.
Mary Florence Churchill is serving as worthy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls.

60 years ago
A retail merchants association
was formed Aug. II by approximately 40 representatives of Murray businesses. Elected as officers
were Ed Settle of Belk-Settle,
president; Hilton Hughes. Hughes
Paint & Wallpaper, vice president;
and Ila Douglas, Douglas Hardware, secretary-treasurer.
C.A. Riggs is pastor for the Murray Circuit of United Methodist
Churches which are Goshen, Lynn
Grove, Martin's Chapel, New Hope
and Sulphur Springs.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. James C. Hail,
Aug. 2.

Todaylellistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 13, the
225th day of 2007. There are 140
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 13, 1961. Berlin was
divided as East Germany sealed
off the border between the city's
eastern and western sectors and
began building a wall in order to
halt the flight of refugees.
On this date:
In 1521, Spanish conqueror Hernafirfo Cortez captured Tenochtit-

Ian from the Aztec Indians.
In 1704, the Battle of Blenheim
was fought during the War of the
Spanish Succession, resulting in
a victory for English and Austrian forces over French and Bavarian soldiers.
In 1846, the American flag was
raised for the first time in Los
Angeles.
In 1910, Florence Nightingale,
the founder of modern nursing, died
in London at age 90.
In 1932, Adolf Hitler rejected

the post of vice-chancellor of Germany, saying he was prepared to
hold out "for all or nothing."
In 1934, the satirical comic
strip "Li'l Abner," created by Al
Capp, made its debut.
In 1960, the first two-way telephone conversation by satellite took
place with the help of Echo One.
In 1967, the movie "Bonnie
and Clyde." starring Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway, had its
U.S. premiere.
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should not resent it.
Have a loving chat with
them. And if they continue to
give you money, bank it and
use it to throw them a special celebration on one of their
'big' anniversaries.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have a
unique problem. I have a very
youthful appearance, and it
never fails that I am taken to
be 18 years old. It doesn't
matter how I'm dressed, if I
wear makeup or how I wear
my hair. It's always' the same
thing.
Most people insist that being
carded all the time is a compliment, but to me it isn't
because it negatively impacts
my social life. Inevitably, the
only men who approach me
are young men who think that
I'm their age, and "dirty old
men" who immediately lose
interest once I tell them I'm
34. Also, when I try online
dating I never get anywhere.
I'm at a complete loss on
how to meet a decent man my
age or a little older because I
feel that the type of man that
I would want would never
approach a woman young
enough to be his daughter. Can
you tell me anything I can do
about my situation? -- FOREVER YOUNG IN NEW
ORLEANS
FOREVER
DEAR
YOUNG: Something I learned
when I was quite young was
that people have to "play the
hand they are dealt." Perhaps
it's time to consider that in many
cases, age is only a number,
and ask yourself whether your
standards are too rigid.
Today, many women your
age (and older) are happily
coupled with younger men -and while men in their teens
and early 20s may be too
young for you, someone in his
late 20s and early 30s might
be "just right." My advice is
to explore this line of thinking, loosen up, and stop prejudging men who might be
interested in you. Then let me
hear from you again in six
months.
•..
DEAR ABBY: When I was
growing up, I was taught it is
poor manners to chew gum in
public. My family and my
teachers would never allow it.
I had to change seats at a
board of education meeting
recently because a woman was
popping gum so loudly behind
me. I then noticed a member
of the board was chewing gum
as well! I have also seen nurses and doctors chewing it. Is
gum chewing in public accepted today? -- SMALL-TOWN
ALABAMA
SMALL-TOWN
DEAR
ALABAMA: Obviously, it is.
However, it's supposed to be
done "discreetly" -- not like a
herd of cows chewing their
cud. And, "popping" one's gum
is considered rude when it can
annoy other people.

Can a supplement treat
ringing in the ears?
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 80- orders." Other readers who
year-old mother has had ring- would like a copy should send
ing in her ears for most of a long, self-addressed, stamped
her adult life. It used to drive .. envelope and $2 to Newslether crazy until she learned about ter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe,
44092. Be sure to menLipoflavonoid. Since taking this
medicine, she has become much tion the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Refermore comfortable and ring to the article about urilonger nary tract infections, I have a
no
complains suggestion for the lady who
the wrote to you. After experiencabout
buzzing. ing many infections myself, a
you wise doctor (my gynecologist)
Have
this suggested I take one acidophilus
used
product'? Do tablet by mouth a day (500
you recom- million live cells per tablet) and,
for a week after stopping the
mend it?
Dr. Gott
DEAR antibiotic, to insert a tablet vagiREADER: nally. This was to put the
By
Dr. Peter Gott Lipo- "good" bacteria back into my
Flavonoid is body. It's worked wonderfula nonprescription dietary sup- ly! I continue to take one
plement that is marketed for tablet by mouth every day and
treating tinnitus and Meniere's rarely have an infection. Please
disease (loss of hearing, dizzi- pass this information to your
ness and tinnitus). I have not readers. These infections are
used it but I have learned that miserable, and I hope she'll
many ear-nose-and-throat spe- get relief.
cialists advocate it for their
DEAR READER: This
patients and have had good
results. In any case, the sup- seems like a good idea.
Acidophilus is the name of
plement seems to be safe and
appears to have improved your a harmless bacteria often found
in yogurt. They are helpful in
mother's quality of life.
Because I-'have no experi- reducing the likelihood of a
ence with Lipo-Flavonoid. I yeast infection in the presence
cannot advocate its use. Flow- of antibiotics. ,
I have never heard of aciever, I would like to hear from
readers who have used this dophilus being used to preproduct and to know what vent a urinary tract infection;
results were achieved, good or however, it seems like a novel
bad. Once I receive some more (and cheap and easy) solution
information, I can better make to a common problem.
Any woman who has expea judgment about this product. So readers, let me know rienced urinary tract infections
what you think of Lipo- knows how uncomfortable they
can be, and 1 hope she will
Flavonoid.
To give you related infor- give this a try while awaiting
mation. I am sending you a an appointment with her doccopy of my updated Health tor for a urine culture.
Report "Ear Infections and Dis-

ContractBridge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
•10 4 2
IPA K 1473
•8 6 4
•A 5

EAST
WEST
•J9145
•
WIO 94
W16 5 2
•3
•.1 7 5 2
4•K 8 6 3 2
•Q .1 10 94
SOUTH
•AKQ763
VQ
•AKQ109
•7
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
Pass
2•
Pass
I
Pass
•
4
Pass
3•
•
6
Pass
4•
Opening lead - queen of clubs.
This hand was played many years
ago by Harry Fishbein. well-known
New York expert. Ile bid and made
six spades, luckily staying out of a
grand slam that would have failed
because of the had trump break.
However, it took a bit of doing Just
to make the small slam. In case you
don't believe it, try the hand Out on
your friends and see if they end up
with I 2 tricks.
Fishbein won the club lead with
the ace and trumped a club at trick
two. When he then played the ace of
spades and discovered that East had

the four missing trumps, he cashed
the queen of hearts and led the A-K
of diamonds.
East could ruff the king if he
wished, but he would then either
have to return a spade, which would
provide an entry to dummy's ten and
permit the discard of two diamonds
on the A-K of heartfc, or a heart,
which would be equally ineffective;
or a club, which dummy could ruff as
South discarded a diamond.
East decided not to rufT the diamond and discarded a heart instead.
Fishbein thereupon played the queen
of diamonds. If East mired, he again
could not avoid putting dummy' on
lead. So East discarded another
heart.
Fishbein was then able to ruff the
nine of diamonds, establishing his
ten, and although Fast could oserrufT
if he wanted to, declarer could not be
stopped from scoring the rest of the
tricks.
The key play — a hard one to
think of except in retrospect came
at trick two when Fishbein trumped
dummy's low club. If he had played
a spade to the ace instead, he would
hase been defeated.
Let's say he had done this and
next led the A-K of diamonds. Last
could ruff and return a club, and
there would then be no way for South
to make the contract. The club ruff at
trick two was a simple play to make,
but not many players would think of
it.
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—FROM CLOTHING AND WHAT'S
WITH THAT
AND FuRfarTuRE
Ikk LOOK?

I CAN'T SLEEP OW A MINUTE.,
50 1 T1400fs4IT I '111040( T4ECE'5
I'D READ A ert SOMEONE AT
THE DOOR

1 Draw
with a laser
5101(19W
9 Marvy
12 Sedgwies
of the screen
13 Tad
14 'Evil Woman
rockers
15 Geologic time
divisions
16 Fiber source
17 Lumberjack
commodity
18 Come by
20 Garden access
22 SFO into
23 Dogma
24 Stephen King s
state
27 Commeraai
28 Think ahead
32 Beagle feature
33 Drip-dry fabric
36 - r trout,*
37 Defrost
39 Plural ending

40 Edible bulb
42 Untold
centuries
4.4 Familiar digit
45 Byte parts
47 Peak
50 Poker winning
51 Home-products
brand
53 Snowball
55 Wildcat strike
56 Variety
57 — and hearty
58 Architects wing
59 Orangutans
60 Ran
DOWN
I Barely manage
2 Rank beginner
3 Seafood entree
4 Expedite
5 Shinbone
6 Warning signal
7 Tony-winner
— Hagen
8 Poioce targets
9 Sensed
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30 Way back
when
31 Persona grata
34 Desire
35 When shadows
are shortest
38 Hose down
41 Sounds from
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author
52 Limo
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replace
fallen
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Va. Tech killings underscore gun debate

By ZINIE CHEN SAMPSON
Associated Press Writer
RICHMOND. Va. (API —
Some college students are
pushing for their schools to
allow them to carry guns on
campus. saying that they
should have the right to protect
themselves in the event of a
shooting like the one that left
31 people dead At Virginia
Tech
Andrew Dysart, a George
.MUsINEAPOLIS •tadaPt — - Mason University senior, hos
a chapter of
State officials are moving organized
swiftly to replace the col- Students for Concealed Carry
lapsed
Mississippi
River on Campus. which hopes to
bridge and hate already have convince legislators to overpicked a preliminary design turn a Virginia law that allows
universities to prohibit stufor thc new span. an official
dents. faculty and staff memsaid Monday
bers with gun permits from
Highway officials typically carry mg their weapons on
would_ select several design Campus.
- -rtrorcrr.---tatte -nor-this -time.
-There's nn way 'zo-knowstate
Department
of what could have happened, but
Transportation spokeswoman the student, at Tech, they realI.ucy kcnder said Monday
ly should hase had a chance."
"In this one, there's only Dysart said of the April 16
one that has been developed," shootings, in which gunman
Seung-Hui Cho killed 32 peoshe said Monday
ple and then committed suiShe would not gise any
dtjils of the design She said cide "They should have had
public comment on the pro- the chance to defend themposed 10-lane bridge will selves if it came down to that."
Virginia law allows schools
begin this week
At
to decide whether to allow stu- George Mason University student and former active duty Marine
Andrew Dysart stands on the George Mason campus with all
The official death toll from
dents with concealed-weapons empty holster in Fairfax, Va., last week. In the wake of
the Virginia Tech shootings, Dysart is advocating the right of students
the Aug I collapse ot the permits
to carry their guns on with concealed handgun permits
to carry guns on campus for protection, a practice which is currently forbidden
Interstate 35W span rose to campus One state school.
at George
Blue
nine with the recovery of Ridge Community College. Mason.
another body on Sunday
does so Schools cannot pro- college campuses, according to more than 60 colleges are aim- schools to allow permit holdON THE NET
The bridge that broke up hibit non-students or other out- the National Conference of ing to change their state laws ers to
carry concealed handand tell into the riser on Aug
siders from carrying weapons State Legislatures. Other states to allow permit holders to guns was killed in subcommit- www concealedcampus.org/
was one of the state's onto campuses if they have allow schools to adopt their carry on campus.
tee this year, said bill sponsor
own gun policies.
busiest. and officials have set legal permits
Joe Culotta. a senior at the Del. Mark L. Cole. R- weapons brings the potential
Utah is the only state that University of Central Florida, Spotsylvani
"In a sense (+twit:nisi don't
a goal of opening a replace
a. Cole said he'll for accidental gun discharge or
have the same rights to self- specifically allows people to said that he and fellow stu- wait until the Virginia
mem by the end of 2008
Tech misuse of firearms at parties.
At the stir 01 the collapse. defense on campus as the gen- carry concealed weapons at dents had planned to form a study panel issues its findings including those where alcohol
eral public." said Dysart, who public colleges. Legislation group to advocate for con- before deciding whether to or drugs are used,
,lust down ricer Iforll down
and the possaid his tour years as a Marine passed in 2004 allows con- cealed carry even before the reintroduce such a measure.
tow it
Minneapolis. Nat
sibility for guns to be used to
cealed weapons on all state Virginia Tech shootings. The
"Obviously the current poli- settle students' disputes, the
diters returned to the murky shaped his ideas about selfdefense "It's really lopsided property, including colleges Knights Rifle Association is cy is ineffective; it certainly group said in
a statement.
Mer water at f IS a m
and
universities.
the way it works."
The seeking recognition as an offi- didn't protect anyone at
For their part, Virginia Tech
Montias to wart ii for the lour
Goy Timothy M. !Caine has University of Utah — which cial student organization this Virginia Tech." Cole said.
officials haven't actively lobpeople still inss•ing
banned
said that indisidual colleges had
concealed fall, and plans to circulate a
The
International bied against attempts to modiDisci'. on Sunday reins
weapons
for decades — chal- petition to send to Florida's Association of
and unis cisme, should be able
Campus Law fy Virginia's law, spokesman
ered the body of 20-year-old to decide whether to allow stu- lenged the law, hut the state governor about the issue.
Enforcement Administrators. Larry Hincker said, but the
Richard Chit. of St Anthony
Supreme
Court
upheld
it in Culotta said.
dents to carry guns on school
which represents campus pub- university's
position
on
His mother. Sit year-old Vera grounds He also said that he 2006.
Many colleges generally lic safety officials, said the weapons hasn't changed
after
South Carolina's legislature oppose. for safety reasons, presence of students
Pet. k if Bloomington, is still would wall tO see whether a
carrying the shootings.
misting
panel studying the Virginia this year defeated a bill that allowing concealed-carry per- concealed weapons "has the
"We don't believe that guns
the other three people Tech shootings makes any rec- would allow permit holders to mit holders to bring guns on potential
to
dramatically have any place in the classcarry guns onto public school campus and have resisted increase violence
known to he Missing are ommendations on the issue.
on our col- room," Hincker said. "We've
efforts to change the law.
Nationwide, 3t1 states ban campuses.
ChlINIIIIC SAL °Nita.. 45. of
lege and university campus- experienced far more of gun,
Students for Concealed
In the Virginia General es."
Vs hoe Beal Lake. Greg weapons at schools. and 16 of
in the classroom than any um
Allowing
foload. 45, ot Mora. and Scott th,sc pet- if-wall), ban guns on Carry on Campus members at Assembly, a bill to require
concealed versity should have to endure
Sather.. 29. II! Maple Grose.
As discis base been work me the sire cranes have been
remot ing %chit les hom the
ruined span About hal wen
oti the structure when a It
and at least 44 has c betl
irmosed. state iittiL ials said
Was y equipment is ii
place to state re1114/%111g nia fu
debris tint e the ret w.er.
CIttvirS are finished
Vehicles remosed Sunday
included the yellow school
bus that betame J 1”11111,1 of a
disaster that could has e been
worse Lscry one on hi or d
52 children and seseral adults
eNtaped
One of the bus sursisots.
Julie tilases, had been accom
partying c hildren from
neighborhood
t enter
in
Minneapolis on a trip to a
water park (Cr, the day if the
collapse
Iler fret are in casts and
tight wraps on her Arms lock
her elbows She has been in a
back brake since surgery last
week to repair two broken vertebrae Iasr week, hut she is
espected to make a full recos Cry
"I'm doing good." (irises
said by phone Sunday from
Hennepin County Medical
Center- "Some pain here and
F or School Nurse
there definitely But I'm so
grateful to he alive "
ertified Athletic 'Trainor for each HS Athletic Program
About 100 people were
injured in the collapse A
Ft ee memberships to the Center for Health & Wellness
Hennepin County Medical
tor HS Athletes
Center spokeswoman said four
patients were in serious tomb $75,000 Free mandatory Sports Physicals
lion Sunday and three satisfactory
(Inc other
patient
remains in satisfactory condition
at
University
of
Minnesota
Hospitals,
lairs lc*
Nancy Armstrong
Jana Iliarnelt
Grasec who celebrated her
Anti Solthoff
rrudy law
211th birthday at the hospital
~Ss Surpass
Evolle
friday, espects in remain at
Tonia Kelt)?
EMoly') Loborpspr
the hospital for up to two
use Mister
Shorry Crfttennon
weeks
i or' iikorroi
LAUln Grorhart
She had planned to pet mar
rued Al the cod ist the mono
and 'he said she still do so, Is,.
the w cadmic celebration ha
Its-en pushed hack to May -so
can he in full dancing conds•
nos"
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